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V

The Vietnam War presented the Australian higher commanders with a 
variety of new challenges. In Canberra, the Chairman of the Chiefs of 
Staff Committee found himself responsible for the operations of the joint 
Force in Vietnam but without the authority to exercise command. The 
government was keen to maintain an Australian military presence in 
Vietnam but appeared to lack interest in how those troops were to be 
employed so long as there were not excessive casualties and costs 
were kept to a minimum. The higher military echelons in Canberra 
seemed unwilling to examine ways in which Australia could gain full 
value from the efforts of her soldiers. This lack of direction underlined 
the organizational weaknesses of the Defence group of departments.

The lack of direction in Canberra contrasted with the expertise 
shown by the 1st Australian Task Force in Phuoc Tuy Province. But the 
commander of the Task Force lacked a clear directive and was 
operationally under the control of the American commander of II Field 
Force. While the Commander, Australian Force Vietnam did not have 
operational command of the Task Force he remained responsible for 
their safety and could not escape that responsibility if anything had 
gone wrong. Remarkably, in the most politically sensitive war in 
Australian history, the Commander, Australian Force Vietnam received 
very little direction from Canberra. It was a unique command - one 
which had much in common with the command of the Australian 
Imperial Force in the First and Second World Wars, but one which 
provided a range of new considerations. The Vietnam War left a lasting 
impression on the shape of Australia’s military forces, and not the least 
of these was to be on command structures as was to be shown by the 
changes in the command of the Australian Defence Force in the 
following fifteen years.

The views expressed in this monograph have no official status or 
endorsement.
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CHAPTER I 
THE COMMITMENT

The Vietnam War, Australia's third largest war in terms of numbers of 
servicemen involved and the longest in duration, presented her senior 
military commanders with a variety of new challenges. For at least six of 
the ten years of the war more Australian servicemen were committed to 
operations than at any time since the Second World War, and indeed 
seventeen infantry battalions served a year's tour in Vietnam. Also, the 
Australian commitment was more controversial and political than any of 
the previous wars. The operations were watched closely by the press 
and the conduct of the war affected relations with the United States and 
other allies, as well the political support for the government at home.

The Vietnam War was of greater complexity than any of Australia's 
commitments since the Second World War. Australia’s activities, 
involving the three services, ranged from civil aid to advisory teams; 
from counter-revolutionary warfare against the Viet Cong infrastructure 
to conventional operations against well trained and equipped North 
Vietnamese regulars. Australian operations were controlled by 
American commanders operating, at least theoretically, in support of 
South Vietnamese authorities, and logistic support was provided from 
both Australian and American sources. Yet the Australian forces 
remained under Australian national command. These new situations 
tested the effectiveness of the command structure in Canberra, and 
placed field commanders at low levels under more political pressure 
than their training and experience had led them to expect.

Australia's early commitments to Vietnam were modest even by 
Australian standards and raised few weighty questions about command. 
Indeed the Australian forces in Vietnam were to some extent seen as an 
offshoot of those in Malaya. Thus the higher headquarters for Colonel 
F.P. Serong, commander of the thirty Australian Army advisers who 
arrived in Vietnam in August 1962, was the headquarters of the 
Australian Army Forces (AAF), Far East Land Forces (FARELF) based in 
Singapore. The Commander AAF FARELF, Brigadier D.Vincent, kept in 
close touch with developments in Vietnam by frequent visits and by 
sending officers from his force in Malaya on short information-gathering 
trips to all areas of Vietnam. The RAAF transport flight of Caribous 
deployed to Vung Tau, on the coast south-east of Saigon in August 
1964, looked to the RAAF base at Buttenworth in Malaya for higher 
direction and administrative support. As with the Training Team, 
operational control of the air elements was in the hands of the
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Commander, US Military Assistance Command Vietnam  
(COMUSMACV), General William Westmoreland, who had taken over 
from General Paul C. Harkins in June 1964. He delegated this 
command to the 315th Air Commando Wing of the US 2nd Air Division.1

Although the Australian Army Training Team Vietnam (AATTV) 
played an increasingly important role in training the South Vietnamese, 
and in advising during operations once their numbers were increased 
and they were permitted to accompany the South Vietnamese on 
operations, they did not figure prominently in high command 
discussions except in three aspects.2 First, the commander of the 
AATTV was required to be watchful that Australian advisers did not 
accompany South Vietnamese troops across the border into Laos, 
Cambodia or North Vietnam. Second, the scattered Australian advisers 
provided an invaluable source of intelligence to Defence staff in 
Canberra and helped, along with information from Embassy officers in 
Saigon, in establishing an independent Australian view of the situation 
in the country.

The third aspect affecting high command was the personality and 
capability of Colonel Ted Serong. Aged 46 when he arrived in Saigon 
in 1962, Serong had graduated from the Royal Military College, 
Duntroon in 1937 and had become an expert on jungle warfare. He 
had been the first commandant of the Jungle Training Centre when it 
had reopened in 1955 and from 1960 to 1962 had been a special 
military adviser to the Burmese Army. As well as commanding the 
Training Team , Serong became a special consultant on 
counter-insurgency to the commander of MACV, first General Harkins 
and then General Westmoreland. Indeed one reporter wrote that "many 
competent Americans" considered him to be "the greatest 
counter-insurgent expert in the world". According to the war 
correspondent, Denis Warner, Serong was "brave, brilliant, patronizing 
and well informed, with a matching ego".3

Serong took the time to discover the intricacies of the Vietnamese 
political and intelligence systems, and with his knowledge of 
counter-revolutionary warfare became a valuable adviser to the 
Americans and Vietnamese. One of his subordinates said: "Serong was 
a man out of his time. He manoeuvred a small third country ’flag' into a 
major weapon which raised him to a position within the US councils. It 
was a combination of his use of the factual reporting by the people 
whom he was increasingly placing into 'sensitive' CIA-run Special 
Forces areas and his own genius for analysis and presentation".*  In 
February 1965 Serong was succeeded by Colonel O.D.Jackson as
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commander of the AATTV, but he remained in Saigon on secondment to 
the CIA to set up a police field force. After he resigned as a brigadier in 
August 1968 he remained in Vietnam as a consultant of the Rand 
Corporation before becoming an independent adviser to the South 
Vietnamese government. On occasions he was a useful adviser to the 
first commander of the Australian Force Vietnam without in any way 
trying to interfere with his command.5

It is possible that the experience with the Training Team had a 
further influence on Australian policy-makers. Although the individual 
members of the team received high praise from the Americans, their 
widely scattered activities meant that Australia had little capability to 
influence the shape of the war, and the Australian contribution was 
largely masked by the much larger American effort. Australian military 
officers who had seen the value of Australian battalions in Korea, 
Malaya, and more recently in Malaysia, knew that a small identifiable 
force under Australian command would have more political impact than 
the dispersed members of the AATTV, however expert they might be.

It was with this background that the Australian Defence staff were 
required to consider several propositions in December 1964. On 4 
December the Australian Ambassador in Washington, Keith Waller, met 
William Bundy, the US Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and 
Pacific Affairs, and reported to Canberra that the US was considering 
sending ground forces to South Vietnam "together with such ground 
forces as Australia and New Zealand might be able to provide".6 Bundy 
suggested a contribution of 200 extra combat advisers. In response the 
Joint Planning Committee, consisting of the Directors of Plans of the 
three services plus representatives of the Departments of Defence and 
External Affairs, advised that Australia had the capability to provide one 
infantry battalion, a squadron of the Special Air Services Regiment, 
logistic support elements, about ten extra instructors and naval ships to 
transport them.7

On 14 December President Johnson suggested to the Prime 
Minister, Robert Menzies, that Australia provide 200 extra advisers and 
various naval craft. In response the Defence Department stated that 17 
extra advisers could be sent to bring the number to one hundred but that 
the ships could not be provided. However, on 16 December the Chiefs 
of Staff met and reported to the government that if required an infantry 
battalion could be made available for operations in Vietnam. When 
Menzies replied to Johnson on 18 December he said that Australia 
could not supply the numbers of advisers and ships requested, but 
indicated that Australia was willing to send military representatives to
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discuss the positioning of US, Australian and New Zealand troops in 
South Vietnam.8

It is not the purpose of this book to discuss the political and 
diplomatic considerations which led to the commitment of troops to 
Vietnam. Nonetheless, Graham Freudenberg's statement that: 
"Australia’s war in Vietnam was very much the war of the Department of 
External Affairs . . .  As far as Australia's involvement was concerned, this 
was not a general's war, but a diplomat's war", is open to question.9 
Indeed the discussions in Canberra in December 1964 provide crucial 
insight into the military high command structure. The Secretary of the 
Department of External Affairs, Sir Arthur Tange, refutes Freudenberg’s 
assertion:

The initiative was not taken by the Department of External 
Affairs to commit a battalion of ground forces to Vietnam. 
What has never adequately been recognised is the extent 
to which cabinet ministers formed their own view as to what 
would be a desirable relationship with the United States 
and then took advice from the Chiefs of Staff Committee 
which of course excludes External Affairs. That was a very 
vital distinction and an interesting thing would be to study 
the Chiefs of Staff advice on strategic issues and their 
ability to calculate military contingencies and the 
intervention of the Americans and the Australians in 
Vietnam. To what extent have Chiefs of Staff demonstrated 
their capacity to make decisions on these strategic issues? 

Vice-Admiral McNicoll, who was closely involved, agreed with Tange 
that the "initiative came from the political side", adding that "we had to 
pay our subscription to the club we belonged to".19

At that time the Chiefs of Staff Committee consisted of the 
Chairman, Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick Scherger, the Chief of Naval 
Staff, Vice-Admiral Sir Hastings Harrington, the Chief of the General 
Staff, Lieutenant-General Sir John Wilton, and the Chief of the Air Staff, 
Air Marshal Sir Valston Hancock. The Chairman had no command 
responsibilities of his own, but was required to put the collective view of 
the chiefs to the minister and government. He had only a limited staff of 
his own and joint staff work was undertaken by committees of 
representatives from the three services such as the Joint Planning 
Committee.

All four chiefs were nearing the ends of their appointments. The 
first to retire was Harrington, the Chief of Naval Staff, who was to be 
replaced by Vice-Admiral Alan McNicoll in February 1965. Aged 56,
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McNicoll had entered the Naval College at Jervis Bay at the age of 13 
and had been awarded the George Medal as a lieutenant-commander 
with the Royal Navy in the Mediterranean in 1941. "A man of culture 
and refined literary tastes", he had a reputation as a well-informed, hard 
working and skilled administrator, but his greatest problem was to 
restore the morale of the Navy after the enquiry into the sinking of the 
Voyager. As Deputy Secretary, Military, in the Department of Defence in 
1958 and 1959 he had gained valuable experience in Defence matters, 
but as Chief of Naval Staff he found himself concerned more with Naval 
matters than with wider strategic questions.11

In May 1965 Hancock, the Chief of the Air Staff, was succeeded by 
Air Marshal Alister Murdoch, 53, who had begun his service at Duntroon 
in 1929 before transferring as an air cadet to the RAAF in 1931. In the 
Second World War he had served with the RAF in the Atlantic and the 
Middle East and with the RAAF in the Southwest Pacific. Initially the 
Minister for Air, Peter Howson, was not satisfied with Murdoch, 
complaining that he did not keep him informed and did not pay enough 
attention to detail, but eventually he arranged for his appointment to be 
extended to over four years and considered that Murdoch could have 
become Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee. A later Chairman, 
Admiral Sir Victor Smith, thought that Murdoch was a "very able 
contributor" to the Chiefs of Staff Committee, even if the Chief of the 
General Staff thought "he was a pain in the neck" in the Committee. 
Both McNicoll, and a later Secretary of the Department of Defence, Sir 
Henry Bland, had great respect for Murdoch whom they thought had a 
keen, quick mind although perhaps slightly lazy.12

At about the same time, in March 1965, Scherger, the Chairman 
of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, was promoted to the rank of Air Chief 
Marshal, the first Australian airman to reach that rank. Now in the fifth 
year of his appointment, the promotion was a measure of the confidence 
he had won from the Cabinet, and particularly Menzies. An observer 
described him as a "pipe-smoking 61-year-old man with the face of a 
leathery cherub", but clearly he was the first Chairman to give the 
position substantial influence in determining the important policy 
matters arising during the early 1960s. Tange thought that he "was a 
cut above many of his associates in the services in his grasp of issues". 
To Admiral McNicoll Scherger was a good politician who "tended to 
grow where he was planted" - he recommended to the government 
what he thought they wanted to hear. Furthermore, he was a great 
advocate of anything the Americans wanted to do.13
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A year later, in May 1966, Scherger retired and was succeeded by 
Wilton. Howson had proposed the appointment of Hancock whom he 
thought history would show had done more for the RAAF than 
Scherger. Reserved, thorough and hardworking, but not easy in his 
relations with others, Hancock was unpopular with Menzies; in any case 
some close observers doubted his ability to handle the appointment. At 
a special meeting of the Foreign Affairs and Defence Committee of 
Cabinet on 10 December 1964, an hour's debate could not decide 
between McNicoll and Wilton, and the latter was not selected until 
March 1966. The Minister for Defence, Senator Sir Shane Paltridge, 
had died in January 1966, and had been replaced by Allen Fairhall. 
During the initial discussions the acting minister had been Senator Alan 
Hulme and he appears to have favoured McNicoll, who although older 
than Wilton was considerably junior in his appointment as service 
chief.14

The 55-year-old Wilton was far less flamboyant than Scherger and 
did not try to sell an image; but he had a keen intellect and was 
tenacious, completely professional and with a high sense of duty. He 
had served in the Middle East and in New Guinea in the Second World 
War and had commanded a brigade in Korea. At one stage he had 
been the senior Australian planning officer on the SEATO staff in 
Bangkok and he had a wide knowledge of South East Asian affairs. 
Like Scherger, Wilton was a great admirer of the Americans and could 
not believe that with their firepower they could possibly lose in 
Vietnam.15

Wilton was succeeded as Chief of the General Staff by 
Lieutenant-General Thomas Daly, aged 53. Daly had had an 
outstanding military career. After graduating from Duntroon in 1933 he 
had served in the Middle East, in the Southwest Pacific where he had 
commanded a battalion, and in Korea where he had commanded a 
brigade. He had been GOC of both Northern and Eastern Commands 
as well as Adjutant General. Urbane, dignified and charming although 
sharing few confidences, he was fiercely loyal to the Army, putting its 
interests before his own. Fairhall, Wilton, McNicoll, Daly and Murdoch 
were to remain in office for the crucial period of the Vietnam War, but 
only one, Wilton, had been closely involved with the recommendation to 
commit troops in December 1964.

While the Chiefs of Staff were concerned mainly with a military 
perspective, matters of wider strategic importance were usually 
considered by the Defence Committee. This committee included the 
chiefs plus four civilians, the Secretary of the Department of Defence,
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Sir Edwin Hicks, who was chairman, the Secretary of the Department of 
External Affairs, Sir Arthur Tange, the Secretary of the Treasury, Sir 
Roland Wilson, and the Secretary of the Prime Minister's Department, 
Sir John Bunting. Tange was about to depart to become High 
Commissioner to India, and except for one meeting his department was 
represented by a deputy until the new Secretary, Sir James Plimsoll, 
took over in April. When the Defence Committee met on 15 December 
1964 it did not consider Johnson's request for more advisers, and 
indeed the commitment to Vietnam was not discussed by this committee 
until April 1965. Apparently the government had treated the 
commitment as a military rather than a strategic matter in not seeking 
the views of the Defence Committee.16

The next higher committee, the Defence and Foreign Affairs 
Committee, was chaired by Menzies, and included the Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister for Trade and Industry, John McEwen, the Minister 
for External Affairs, Paul Hasluck, the Defence Minister, Shane 
Paltridge, the Treasurer, Harold Holt, and the Supply Minister, Allen 
Fairhall. It was this Cabinet committee which considered and accepted 
the Chiefs of Staff recommendation that staff talks be held with the 
Americans before Menzies forwarded this proposal to Johnson, and the 
protracted diplomatic discussions during the next four months relied on 
the directions given by this committtee.

The ministers of the three services, none of whom were members 
of the Cabinet, attended the committee meetings only when invited, and 
often the junior ministers were excluded even when matters were of 
specific concern to their portfolios. The lack of involvement of the 
service ministers is shown by the experience of the Minister for the 
Army, Dr James Forbes, who on 25 October 1964 told the national 
congress of the Returned Servicemen's League that conscription was 
"not the most effective way of creating the Army we need to meet the 
situation we face". On 10 November 1964, as part of a statement on a 
general expansion of defence activity, the government re-introduced 
conscription. Howson also complained that he was "kept so much in the 
dark". The Vietnam experience was to put the higher defence 
machinery under considerable strain, and before the end of 1965 new 
arrangements were being discussed, even if nothing came of them at 
this stage.17

The initial military discussions took place in Honolulu between 30 
March and 1 April 1965 when Air Chief Marshal Scherger and New 
Zealand's Rear Admiral Sir Peter Phipps met the Commander-in-Chief 
of the US Pacific Command, Admiral Ulysses Sharp, who was
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responsible for all operations in Vietnam. Accompanying Scherger was 
the Army's Director of Military Operations and Plans, Brigadier Ken 
Mackay, who recalled that Scherger was more interested in army 
matters than most airmen and discussed with him in detail why a 
battalion was the most appropriate force to send to Vietnam.18 During 
the early 1960s army staff had examined command and control 
arrangements for an Australian element in a SEATO force, and it was 
clear that a battalion group was the smallest force which could maintain 
an independent identity. Of course it could not be a viable autonomous 
military command, but would have to be placed under the command of 
an American formation.

Scherger was careful not to commit the government, but on return 
to Canberra recommended to the Defence Committee "that we should 
contribute . . . and that a battalion should be offered”. The committee 
agreed on 5 April that it was "essential for Australia to show a 
willingness to assist". On 7 April the Cabinet considered this 
recommendation, and both General Wilton and Brigadier Mackay were 
on hand to answer questions. Mackay had already visited Vietnam to 
examine the possible deployment of a battalion and was able to assure 
Menzies that it was to occupy a defensible area. Menzies even enquired 
about "adequate fields of fire".19 That evening the recommendation 
was accepted and on 29 April the government announced that the First 
Battalion, the Royal Australian Regiment (1 RAR) and associated 
support troops were to be deployed to Vietnam.

That same day Admiral Sharp was in Saigon and at the request 
of the US Ambassador conferred with the Australian Ambassador, 
David Anderson, over the employment of the Australian force. It was 
confirmed that the battalion would be under the operational control of 
General Westmoreland and that it would be used for the defence of 
base areas, for patrolling in the vicinity of base areas and as a mobile 
reserve. The battalion would not be given responsibility for populated 
areas or be involved in pacification operations.^0
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CHAPTER II
ESTABLISHING THE FORCE

Following the government's announcement, the military had to move 
quickly to finalize arrangements for the establishment of the force in 
Vietnam. In addition to his command of the AATTV, on 5 May Colonel 
Jackson was appointed commander of the Australian Army Force 
Vietnam (AAFV) with responsibility to Army Headquarters in Canberra. 
Also in early May Brigadier Mackay flew north to join Jackson in Saigon 
for discussions with General Westmoreland. A military working 
agreement was signed between Jackson and Westmoreland placing 
the Australian battalion under American operational control. The US 
agreed to provide administrative and logistic support beyond that 
provided by the small logistic support company accompanying the 
Australian battalion. The battalion was to form the third battalion in the 
US 173rd Airborne Brigade located at the Bien Hoa air base north of 
Saigon. Although the 173rd Airborne was, in effect, Westmoreland’s 
general reserve, he was hampered by the Australian government's 
insistence that 1 RAR not be used for offensive or reaction tasks except 
in defence of the air base, but at this stage American units had barely 
become involved in combat operations themselves.

By 10 June 1 RAR had completed its deployment to Vietnam, and 
before the end of the month was involved in its first operation with 173rd 
Airborne. Immediately there were minor command problems to be 
overcome. For example, in the first operation Lieutenant-Colonel 
Brumfield, the commanding officer of the battalion, believed that 
Brigadier General Williamson, commanding the 173rd Brigade, was 
exercising too tight a control over battalion operations. After some 
straight talking from Brumfield it was agreed that he would conduct his 
operations his way. On 30 July General Westmoreland was required to 
provide the airborne brigade with another American battalion for an 
operation outside of Bien Hoa Province when use of the Australian 
battalion was denied. Jackson, now a brigadier, informed Canberra of 
the problems being caused by the restrictions on the use of the battalion 
and on 11 August the Australians were permitted to operate in 
provinces neighbouring Bien Hoa.1 By the end of the year the area had 
been extended to include all of the III Corps area.

In September the Chief of the General Staff, Lieutenant-General 
Wilton, and his designated successor, Major-General Daly, visited 
Vietnam. On 7 September a financial agreement was signed by which
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Australia agreed to repay the United States for any logistic support 
provided. The Americans were generous in their approach, accepting 
that theatre combat support, such as medium artillery or air strikes could 
not be costed. Also by this time the Australian force had been 
reinforced. Initially the battalion had been supported by a New Zealand 
artillery battery and by a troop of Australian armoured personnel 
carriers. By the end of September an Australian artillery battery, a field 
engineer troop, a signal troop, an air reconnaissance flight and further 
logistic elements had arrived. The AAFV now numbered 1477; of these, 
56 were in headquarters AAFV, 100 were in the AATTV, and 1096 were 
in the battalion group.

But these small increases to the force only partly helped resolve 
the problem of maintaining the national identity of a small force, despite 
the understanding of the Americans, as General Mackay later 
explained:

When a nation goes to war, even in a small way, there is 
an understandable desire to receive credit and publicity.
The result is that one seeks to form a nationally separate 
operational unit and then formation as soon as possible, 
and keep the national effort concentrated. At times the 
political implications of a planned deployment are more 
important than purely local military factors. The United 
States authorities in Vietnam always understood this very 
clearly. When we had only one battalion in the country the 
Americans went to great lengths to emphasise the efforts of 
that unit in official reports and in publicity material.

While it was a tribute to their professionalism when the Americans 
described them as "their Gurkhas", the Australians were frustrated by 
their lack of ability to control their own operations, especially as they did 
not always agree with American or Vietnamese methods. The 
Secretary of the Department of the Army, Bruce White, commented on 
this problem in 1966: "We found ourselves in Bien Hoa with the US 
forces on one flank, and the Vietnamese on another, and we quickly 
decided the best place for us was somewhere else". Appreciating these 
problems General Wilton had begun planning to build up the force to 
task force size as early as July 1965, but it was to be some time before 
further battalions could be raised and trained, and before the 
government felt that the time was politically right.2

On 8 March 1966 the Prime Minister, Harold Holt, announced that 
the size of the commitment was to be trebled "to a self-contained 
Australian task force under Australian command embracing all
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personnel serving there and enlarging our commitment to 4500". The 
deployment of the 1st Australian Task Force (1 ATF) of two battalions 
and the increase in RAAF units to support it required the single service 
headquarters of AAFV to be upgraded to become the joint services 
headquarters of Australian Force Vietnam. The Commander AAFV, 
Brigadier Jackson, was designated commander of the Task Force, and 
the Director of Military Operations and Plans, Brigadier Mackay, was 
promoted to major general to become Commander, Australian Force 
Vietnam (COMAFV). As T.B.Millar wrote at the time, Mackay would "be 
able to present an Australian viewpoint in a way that earlier 
commanders could not".^

The announcement of further military aid to Vietnam throws light 
on the decision-making process in Canberra and on the Air Force's 
view of the new arrangements. After discussing the plans with the 
secretary of his department, Peter Howson, wrote in his diary: "This puts 
RAAF under army control". When he complained to the Minister for 
Defence, Allen Fairhall, he learned that the decision had been 
recommended by the Chief of the General Staff and the Chairman, 
Chiefs of Staff Committee and endorsed by the Prime Minister "because 
it would convey an image of all Australian forces fighting together, as 
one unit". In Howson's view there might have been a political 
advantage but it was militarily less efficient. Howson's main complaint 
was that no one in the Department of Air, not even the Chief of the Air 
Staff, had been given an opportunity to express a view, and he later 
wrote that "the desire to operate independently of our allies" was 
beyond Australian resources. Howson thought that not only the Army 
commanders but also Scherger was guilty of "exaggerated national 
pride", a sentiment not shared by Air Marshal Murdoch who, in the 
Chiefs of Staff Committee, was strenuously going to oppose Scherger's 
and the government's desire to have Australian forces operating 
independently in Vietnam.4

Since COMAFV was a joint service commander he was 
responsible not to the Chief of the General Staff but to the Chiefs of Staff 
Committee through its new chairman, General Wilton. Mackay had 
developed a good working relationship with the demanding Wilton and 
this relationship continued with their new appointments.^ Nonetheless, 
this was the first time the Australian Chiefs of Staff had been 
responsible collectively for joint operations, and it was one further factor 
contributing to a more centralized and unified control of the services. In 
fact Wilton had no command authority of his own. He was the adviser to 
the Minister of Defence and was required to execute the collective
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decisions of the Defence and Chiefs of Staff Committees, but he had no 
legal powers as a commander. In an emergency Wilton could and did 
issue instructions to the commander in Vietnam, but they had no legal 
standing until authorized by the appropriate committee. Statutory 
authority for the control of forces rested with the Naval, Military and Air 
Boards.

Soon after the government's announcement in March 1966 Wilton, 
then Chief of the General Staff, accompanied by Brigadier R.A. Hay, 
shortly to succeed Mackay as Director of Military Operations and Plans, 
visited Vietnam to determine where the Task Force was to be deployed 
and to finalize command arrangements. After discussions with 
Westmoreland and Brigadier Jackson, it was agreed to allocate the 
Task Force to Phuoc Tuy Province. The reasons for selecting the 
province were:

a. although little was known of the Province, it had not been 
under government control for several years and it was 
likely that it would be an area of significant military activity;

b. it was far removed from the borders of Cambodia, Laos and 
North Vietnam;

c. it had good access by sea and air;
d. it was an area with which the Australian force could be 

readily identified;
e. it was an area where it seemed feasible to separate the 

enemy from the population; and
f. in terrain, it was not unlike that in which the Australian 

Army had trained and fought before.6
But there was a further reason which General Mackay thought was more 
important than most of the stated reasons. With its good anchorage and 
large airfield the port of Vung Tau, isolated at the end of a peninsula, 
allowed the Australian force to be evacuated or reinforced by Australian 
national resources should the situation in the province deteriorate 
markedly. The experiences of Greece and Tobruk in the Second World 
War were still on the minds of the Australians. According to General 
Stretton, "in selecting Vung Tau, General Wilton showed remarkable 
military judgement and that there would have been a greater loss of life 
if the Australian force had been allocated to any other province".7

The working agreement drawn up by Wilton and Westmoreland 
superseded the previous agreement of 5 May 1965, and laid down the 
general mission and initial tasks of the Task Force. Command 
relationships were spelt out. General Westmoreland had recently 
established three corps headquarters which were known as Field
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Forces to distinguish them from the South Vietnamese corps 
headquarters. The II Field Force, commanded by Lieutenant-General 
Jonathan O. Seaman, was located at "Plantation" near Long Binh and 
was responsible for operations in the III Corps Tactical Zone (later 
known as Military Region 3). COMAFV retained command of all 
Australian formations, but 1 ATF was placed under Seaman's 
operational control.

The tasks for 1 ATF as agreed between Wilton and Westmoreland 
were later restated in a directive from the Australian Chiefs of Staff 
Committee to COMAFV. First, 1 ATF was to secure and dominate its 
assigned tactical area of responsibility in Phuoc Tuy Province. Second, 
1 ATF was to conduct operations related to the security of Highway 15 
which ran from Vung Tau to Saigon. Third, 1 ATF was to conduct other 
operations in Phuoc Tuy as required. Fourth, 1 ATF was to conduct 
operations anywhere in the III Corps Tactical Zone and also to conduct 
operations in the adjacent province of Binh Thuan in the II Corps 
Tactical Zone as agreed between Westmoreland and COMAFV. In the 
initial stages, with only two battalions, it was unlikely that 1 ATF would 
be required to undertake the fourth task, but it was to become important 
in 1968.

In addition to these tasks the directive specified the command 
relationships and stated that no member of the Australian forces was to 
serve outside South Vietnam. No element of the Australian Force 
Vietnam was to be involved in any incident along the Cambodian 
border. The key paragraph, which reflected the directives issued to 
commanders such as Blarney, Bennett and Morshead in earlier times, 
read as follows:

You are responsible for the safety and well-being of your 
force. . . Should you be allotted a task which, in your 
opinion, is contrary to the provisions of this Directive, 
endangers the national interests of Australia, or is likely to 
imperil unduly units of your command or any part of it, you 
are to report the situation at once to the Chairman, Chiefs 
of Staff Committee, with copies to the Australian 
Ambassador to the Republic of Vietnam and to each of the 
Chiefs of Staff, having first informed COMUSMACV of your 
intention and the reasons for doing so.

The Australian Ambassador was not to issue orders in relation to the 
operation or administration of the Australian force, but COMAFV was to 
keep him informed and consult on matters which might have political or 
foreign policy implications.® This directive was altered only slightly as
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the war progressed and formed the chief guidance for respective 
Australian commanders.

As the first COMAFV, following three demanding years as Director 
of Military Operations and Plans including the supervision of the 
reorganization of the Army, General Mackay brought a close knowledge 
of the problems of the appointment. Tall, lean with dark hair and a 
clipped moustache, the 49 year-old Mackay had graduated from 
Duntroon in 1938 and had served in both artillery and infantry 
appointments in the Second World War. He had had valuable 
experience in joint staff positions. Towards the end of the Second World 
War he had served on the small secretariat responsible for providing 
immediate up-to-date briefings for the Chief of the Imperial General 
Staff, Field Marshal Brooke, in London. He had been joint secretary of 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff in Australia during the establishment of the 
British Commonwealth Occupation Force, and had served at Australia 
House in London during the Suez crisis.

Headquarters AFV was established in Tran Quoc Toan, Cholon in 
a building that had previously housed a school for wayward girls. The 
headquarters of the Thai, Philippine, Korean, Taiwanese and New 
Zealand forces were also located in the building. Lieutenant-General 
Tran Ngoc Tam, whom one COMAFV described as "a sharp little 
operator", and an American colonel headed liaison staffs from their 
respective forces. Nearby was a helicopter pad where US helicopters 
were made available to each national headquarters. Communications 
to Australia were by American landline to the radio station at Tan Son 
Nhut airfield, but without seeking permission, Mackay had additional 
aerials erected on the roof of the building to ensure communications 
should the landline be cut.9

Mackay was faced with a number of demanding tasks. 1 RAR had 
to be returned to Australia and its logistic support company had to be 
redeployed fom Bien Hoa to Vung Tau. The new 1st Australian Logistic 
Support Group (1 ALSG) had to be established at Vung Tau and 
prepared to support the Task Force. The Task Force had to be 
assembled and launched into a forward operating area dominated by 
the enemy, and had to be maintained on operations which began on 6 
June. The final responsibility for logistic support, including resupply 
from Australia and from US sources, remained with HQ AFV. The Task 
Force was to establish an operational base at Nui Dat, just north of 
Baria. At least two later COMAFVs were to criticize this decision, 
claiming that the operations could have been conducted from the 
security of Vung Tau, while releasing the Task Force of the immense 
burden of securing and administering the Nui Dat base.10
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As with many new ventures Mackay began his command with a 
deficient establishment. Although he was a joint commander, his 
headquarters was not organized on joint lines but consisted of two 
components administering the Army and Air Force units in Vietnam. 
His chief of staff, John Andrew, was only a lieutenant colonel and 
although Mackay found him to be very efficient and "totally unflappable" 
he could not easily deputize for his commander. The Deputy 
Commander, Air Commodore J.Dowling, was also Commander, RAAF 
Component and did not have sufficient knowlege of joint operations to 
relieve Mackay's workload. The Air Force's lack of appreciation of joint 
operations was a bitter pill for the Chief of the Air Staff, Air Marshal 
Murdoch, when he visited Mackay. In the Chiefs of Staff Committee 
Murdoch had expressed his displeasure at having the air element 
placed under the command of an Army general. The Chief of the 
General Staff, General Daly, later described the appointment of the 
senior air officer as Deputy Commander as a "courtesy title".11

In fact during the original discussions in the Chiefs of Staff 
Committee there had been doubt whether the responsibilities of RAAF 
Component commander justified the rank of air commodore. Wilton had 
argued that the RAAF Component commander should also be Deputy 
Commander "to give a senior officer a very intimate understanding of 
the war - in all its aspects, particularly the land/air battle". Wilton had 
been worried that unless the Navy and Air Force were more involved in 
the war "there will be increasing differences of views about strategic and 
tactical concepts within the Australian Armed Forces".12

Mackay was required to work with two command structures. The 
first, national command, is shown in the following diagram.1^

1 ATF AATTVI ALSG

COMAFV

HQ RAAFV

BASE SPT FLTNo 9 SQN RAAF No 35 SQN RAAF

HQ RAAF CONTINGENT 
VUNGTAU

RAAF COMPONENT 
HQ AFV

ARMY COMPONENT 
HQ AFV

CHAIRMAN CHIEFS OF STAFF 
COMMITTEE
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As commander of the Army Component as well as COMAFV Mackay 
directly commanded 1 ATF (Brigadier Jackson), 1 ALSG at Vung Tau 
and the AATTV. The latter two were commanded by lieutenant 
colonels, although 1 ALSG was eventually commanded by a colonel. At 
this stage the commander of the RAAF Component commanded his 
units through a subordinate headquarters at Vung Tau, where Group 
Captain Peter Raw, the Task Force Air Commander and Officer 
Commanding RAAF Component, was located.

The chain of command for operational control was somewhat 
different, as is shown in the following diagram.

1 ATF

MACV

AATTV HQ AFV

HQ RAAF

BASE SPT FLT
HQ 1 ALSG

II FFV (US)

No 9 Sqn RAAF

No 35 Sqn 
RAAF

7th US A ir  Force

HQ RAAF Contingent

HQ AFV 
Army Comp

COMAFV was under the operational control of COMUSMACV, unlike 
the commander of the Korean forces who operated in cooperation with 
the US and Vietnamese high command. Within the Australian forces, 
No 9 Squadron RAAF (helicopters) was under operational control of 1 
ATF which in turn was under operational control of II Field Force. The 
commanding general of II Field Force commanded three divisions (1st, 
9th and 25th) and three independent brigades including 1 ATF. He also 
commanded an armoured cavalry regiment, a battalion of tanks, a 
combat aviation company and his force artillery. No 35 Squadron RAAF 
(Caribous) was under operational control of the 7th US Air Force. The 
Training Team worked directly to headquarters MACV. Only the logistic 
units at Vung Tau remained under Australian operational control.

This limited operational control did not absolve COMAFV of 
responsibility for the safety of the Australian servicemen in Vietnam. He
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kept in close touch with Westmoreland and his chief of staff at HQ MACV 
and had good access to their staff. Indeed he developed a close 
rapport with Westmoreland and was able to discuss sensitive strategic 
issues such as the bombing of Hai Phong and the blocking of the Ho 
Chi Minh trail through Laos. He also visited General Seaman at Long 
Binh and discussed operations involving or affecting 1 ATF. Mackay 
found that Jack Seaman, whom he described as a "nice and an able 
man", was as much concerned about unnecessary casualties as the 
Australians. While there Mackay made a point of calling on the 
commander of the Vietnamese III Corps (Lieutenant-General Le Nguyen 
Khang) to keep informed about Vietnamese operations and to offer any 
help he could in presenting their requests to the Americans. A second 
channel of communications is often useful. Of course COMAFV was 
anxious to keep a close watch on operations in Phuoc Tuy Province, but 
he had to be careful to allow the Task Force commander complete 
freedom to conduct the operations as he saw fit. It was, however, useful 
for the brigadier to be able to discuss his operational problems with a 
senior officer who understood Australian methods. The commander of 
the AATTV also appreciated the opportunity to discuss policy matters 
and the problems presented by his far-flung command with COMAFV.14

Early in the piece there were a few problems with the RAAF who 
seemed not to appreciate fully that they were under a joint commander. 
Despite Mackay's request, the helicopters had arrived without armoured 
seats for the pilots and machineguns to provide suppressive fire, and 
the RAAF insisted that Air Board regulations, framed for peacetime 
flying, should apply in Vietnam. Mackay stated that if the regulations 
were not changed and if the helicopters could not provide suppressive 
fire then the army would use American rather than Australian 
helicopters. In the meantime he grounded the Australian helicopters. 
Mackay won but, as he observed later, it gained him no friends with the 
Air Force, particularly the Chief of the Air Staff. A hint of these problems 
is found in the 1 ATF commander's diary entry for August 1966: 
"Working difficulties are still occurring with RAAF. A marked 
improvement was evident when Gp Capt Raw moved forward to the 
Task Force Area".1^

Although COMAFV kept up to date with operational matters, the 
main function of his headquarters was the administrative support of the 
force. But even here decisions were driven by operational requirements. 
On one occasion, for example, Westmoreland offered Mackay the 
opportunity of purchasing 28 sniper scopes for use on rifles at a cost of 
$50,000 each, and 750 M16 Armalite rifles for use instead of the Owen
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gun. Mackay did not consult his financial adviser but accepted the offer 
immediately. The accountants in Canberra were horrified, but in 
Mackay's view it was a command decision, as well as a political one 
because the Prime Minister had said that the Australians would have 
good equipment. Later the Prime Minister, Harold Holt, agreed that it 
was a command decision and a good one. But it strained Mackay’s 
relations with the Secretary of the Army, Mr Bruce White.16

In the opinion of General Mackay, the really important changes in 
command after the Second World War were in the political implications 
of command, and this development was most evident in Vietnam. It was 
recognized that a directive could not adequately allow for all possible 
situations and it was the task of COMAFV to solve the problems on the 
spot. COMAFV operated quite separately from the Australian 
Ambassador, and with his ready access to US and Vietnamese staffs it 
was possible that his reports to Defence were more realistic and broadly 
based than those forwarded by the Ambassador. After a while, Mackqy 
believed that the Embassy staff regarded him "somewhat as a rebel" . 1 '

From his position of advantage Mackay was able to assess the 
trends of the war and by the time he left the country at the beginning of 
1967 he had grave doubts about the outcome of the war. A number of 
points had led to this conclusion: the Vietnamese were chronically 
inefficient, corruption and graft were rife, there were no outstanding 
Vietnamese military or civilian leaders and there seemed no will to win. 
The crucial point in Mackay's realization came when one of 
Westmoreland's advisers told him that the US was pumping $1 million 
per day of American aid into the country. Mackay did not express the 
views in his signals to Defence, but he mentioned them personally to 
Wilton.16

The sensitive political nature of the command is shown by 
Mackay's reaction on the night of 24 May 1966, when his chief of staff, 
Colonel Andrew, informed him that he had just received a signal from 
Nui Dat that the first national serviceman had been killed. At this time 
there were problems with the civilian communications between 
Australia and Vietnam, and the Australian media were using Australian 
Army communications. Mackay immediately ordered that the "plug be 
pulled" on all communications with Australia while an autopsy was 
carried out on the body. It took seven hours for irate Defence and Army 
staff in Australia to establish communications through the United States, 
but by this time Mackay was able to send a full report confirming that 
Private Noack had been killed by enemy gunfire. During this time there
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had been no opportunity for rumours or garbled accounts to reach 
Australia.19

Although soldiers on active service are given regular relief from 
operations, it is often more difficult to arrange periods of rest for senior 
commanders. In the trying conditions of New Guinea in the Second 
World War General Blarney found that he had to rotate his senior 
commanders after they had been commanding operations for three or 
four months. The first eight months in Vietnam were especially difficult 
for COMAFV. Many of his duties could not be undertaken by his senior 
staff, and in any case, his headquarters was under-manned. Liaison 
with half a dozen other headquarters was a drain on his time and 
energy and yet vital for the efficient exercise of his responsibilities. 
Visiting politicians and senior officers demanded time and could not be 
ignored. The logistic system had to be established and 1 ATF, 
beginning operations in a new and hostile area, had to be supported. It 
is not surprising that before Christmas Mackay had become sick and 
soon afterwards he was replaced."

Major-General Douglas (Tim) Vincent, who succeeded Mackay on 
31 January 1967, was a former Signals officer from the same Duntroon 
class as Mackay. As Commander Australian Army Force FARELF in 
1962 and 1963 he had already gained some experience of problems in 
Vietnam. Before his appointment as COMAFV he had commanded the 
1st Task Force until it had been deployed to Phuoc Tuy in 1966, and 
had then commanded the 1st Division. During his year in Vietnam the 
Australian force was increased considerably. In February 1967 a small 
Navy clearance diving team was deployed to Vung Tau and in March 
the guided missile destroyer Hobart arrived to operate with the US 7th 
Fleet. In October the RAN supplied aircrew and ground staff for an 
Iroquois helicopter flight to operate with the US 135 Assault Helicopter 
Company at Bear Cat, 17 kilometres east of Saigon. At times this small 
force in a larger US organization experienced some friction caused by 
national "differences in character and customs".21 In April No 2 
Squadron of Canberra bombers was deployed to Phan Rang to operate 
under the US 35th Tactical Fighter Wing. In June 1967 a civil affairs unit 
was located at Nui Dat for operations in Phuoc Tuy Province. Finally, in 
December 1 ATF was reinforced by the addition of another infantry 
battalion and an understrength squadron of Centurion tanks arrived 
shortly after. Thus by the end of 1967 the Australian force numbered 
over 6,812 personnel not including those on the Hobart.22 These 
reinforcements required adjustments to the chains of command. For 
example, with the assistance of a naval liaison officer, COMAFV
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commanded the naval units in Vietnam, but not the destroyer, as shown 
in this diaaram of national command.
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HQ AFV
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The following diagram of operational control shows that only the 
logistic units at Vung Tau remained under the direct control of COMAFV. 
Like No 35 Squadron, the Canberra bombers of No 2 Squadron came 
under the operational control of the US 7th Air Force, while the RAN 
helicopter flight was controlled by II Field Force. The destroyer was 
under the operational control of the US 7th Fleet and the RAN 
Clearance Diving Team at Vung Tau was controlled by the Commander, 
US Naval Forces. The dotted lines show the necessary liaison between 
operational units and their support organizations.
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The Australian Civil Affairs Unit is not shown on these diagrams. 
Although it was located at Nui Dat with 1 ATF, its operations were 
directed by the US Civil Operations and Revolutionary Development 
Support (CORDS) organization, through the Senior Provincial Adviser 
in the province. COMAFV could authorize expenditure for any one 
project up to $6,000, and the Australian Ambassador could authorize 
expenditure up to $15,000. The chief of staff of HQ AFV tried to bring 
these various threads together and coordinate civic action.25

Like Mackay, Vincent had problems with the lack of cooperation 
from the RAAF, and in his view the Department of Air was trying to 
command RAAF operations from Australia. When he tried to obtain 
cameras to enable the Canberras to conduct photo-reconnaissance of 
Phuoc Tuy early in 1967 before the squadron had actually arrived, the 
reply from Air Office was that the Canberras were there to give the pilots 
combat experience before they went to the United States to convert to 
Phantoms. The cameras were not forthcoming. Before Vincent's tour 
ended relations with the RAAF improved, and remained at a high 
standard for the rest of the war. His successor, General MacDonald, in a 
letter to the Chief of the General Staff in March 1968, described the 
relations as "excellent".24

Also like Mackay, Vincent worked consistently to keep in touch 
with operational developments. He saw Westmoreland at least once a 
week, he attended Westmoreland's commanders' conference each 
month, he attended the weekly conferences run by the Vietnamese high 
command, and he visited the commanding general II Field Force each 
week. He insisted that the Americans gain approval from Washington 
so that he could attend the "Top Secret All Sources" briefings and was 
also briefed by the "All Sources" man at the Australian Embassy, Major 
Peter Young. He cultivated and kept in close touch with 
Westmoreland's chief operations officer and frequently saw the 
commander of the US 1st Logistical Command. Finally, he visited 1 
ATF at Nui Dat two or three times a week and told the Task Force 
commander that if he received an order from II Field Force he could 
assume that it had his approval. Along with information gained from 
travelling the country visiting members of the AATTV, the Australian 
commander was uncommonly well-informed about the course of the 
war. Vincent's successor, General MacDonald, extended the AATTV's 
area of operations to the Delta, thereby giving him an excuse to visit the 
area, and in his view he was the best informed officer in Vietnam except 
perhaps for Westmoreland.25
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It is not within the scope of this book to examine in detail the 
logistic problems faced by the Australian Force Vietnam. There is no 
doubt, however, that the deployments of 1 RAR and particularly 1 ATF 
were achieved with less than satisfactory logistic support. All units plus 
the task force were deficient in personnel, equipment and stores, and 
the First Australian Logistic Support Group at Vung Tau operated with a 
hand-to-mouth existence for some time.

These shortcomings placed the logistic command structure under 
some strain - especially the delineation of responsibility between HQ 
AFV and 1 ALSG. COMAFV remained responsible for the logistic 
support of the Australian forces in Vietnam, and this responsibility was 
never delegated to HQ 1 ALSG. Indeed there was no charter for the 
commander of 1 ALSG until October 1967, and the first commanders of 
1 ALSG were lieutenant-colonels until J.D.Stevenson was promoted to 
colonel half way through his tour in mid 1969.

The establishment of the headquarters of 1 ALSG was completely 
inadequate and there were insufficient staff to look after completely the 
logistic support of the task force. Although the logistic units for the 
support of the task force were located in Vung Tau and under the 
command of HQ 1 ALSG, the commander was not responsible for the 
detailed technical functions of these specialist units. When logistic 
service advisers were allocated to the force, they were retained at HQ 
AFV and therefore HQ 1 ALSG became little more than a sub-area 
headquarters with the responsibility for co-ordinating the forward 
movement of daily maintenance requirements for the Task Force and 
the receipt of stores from Australia. It had no ability to direct the 
technical operations of service units through service advisers nor to 
formulate logistic policy within Vietnam.

In June 1968 COMAFV issued a new directive to the commander 
of 1 ALSG which stated that in addition to responsibility for local 
administration HQ 1 ALSG was to co-ordinate the functioning of units in 
ALSG to the extent necessary to ensure that they adequately fulfilled 
their roles in support of the force. According to Brigadier I.G.C. Gilmore, 
who as a lieutenant-colonel had commanded 1 ALSG before 
Stevenson, "when eventually HQ 1 ALSG received additional logistic 
staff on establishment, the "ad hoc" logistic system had developed to 
such an extent that a major reorganisation of staff would have been 
necessary" for the system to revert to the normal. By that time the 
system was working satisfactorily, and in fact the logistic unit 
commanders in Vung Tau responded to every direction from the 
commander of 1 ALSG, even though they knew that many of the
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directions exceeded his delegated authority. Of course HQ AFV felt that 
it needed to retain authority in some areas of logistics, especially in 
negotiations with the Americans over payment for stores and 
equipment.26

At one stage it was suggested that HQ AFV should move to Vung 
Tau to increase the liaison between HQ AFV and 1 ALSG, but close 
examination showed that it was important that HQ AFV remain in 
Saigon to maintain the relationship with the senior levels of the 
American, the Vietnamese and the other allied forces. The senior 
engineer, finance, movements and personnel officers needed to be in 
Saigon, and it became apparent that the national headquarters needed 
to be kept separate from the field and logistic commanders.27 While 
logistic problems were of major importance to COMAFV, the Australians 
were, nevertheless, in Vietnam to conduct operations and it is this area 
which was likely to be the most politically sensitive.
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CHAPTER III
THE TASK FORCE IN ACTION

Of COMAFV's three main operational formations or units, 1 ATF, 
the AATTV and No 2 Squadron RAAF, the operations of the Task Force 
held the greatest potential for raising difficult policy issues. So long as 
No 2 Squadron did not bomb outside Vietnam's borders there could be 
little argument with American direction of the Squadron's operations. 
The most effective use of the Squadron was determined primarily by the 
technical capabilities of the Canberra bomber. The AATTV was a little 
more complicated. Again there was the restriction on operations 
outside the country and the activities of the advisers involved with the 
CIA-directed Phoenix programme were highly sensitive, but as one 
COMAFV has commented, he was careful to find out enough to know 
what was going on while not going far enough to know if it was contrary 
to his directive. The directive was, in fact, silent on aspects such as the 
Phoenix programme.1 Decisions on undertaking different tasks such as 
the balance between training, advising the Vietnamese on operations 
and commanding Special Forces were made by the commanding officer 
in discussion with COMAFV. Of course the operational direction rested 
with HQ MACV. The history of the AATTV, The Team, describes 
thoroughly the various tasks of the advisers.

As with these other units, COMAFV exercised no direct control 
over the operations of 1 ATF, but its operations were of major concern to 
him; the command problems of the various commanders of 1 ATF had 
wide implications and these problems will be described in further detail. 
From the beginning the operations of the Task Force took place in an 
atmosphere of uncertainty, for while COMAFV had his directive from the 
Chiefs of Staff, the commander of 1 ATF received no formal orders or 
mission from his operational commander at II Field Force. Indeed, as 
Brigadier Jackson put it, he received the rather bald statement of "take 
over Phuoc Tuy". In general terms he and his successors had to destroy 
or at least neutralize the enemy’s main and regional forces while at the 
same time dealing with the Viet Cong infrastructure in the villages. The 
first task required conventional operations while the second required 
pacification and counter-guerilla operations.2

Jackson's initial task was to secure his Task Force operational 
base at Nui Dat, and in so doing his forces won the important battle at 
Long Tan in August 1966. But from then on there was a continual 
requirement to conduct the two types of operations, conventional and
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pacification, but both required a major effort from 1 ATF. The 
conventional operations were more likely to be directed by II Field 
Force, and to be conducted in the less populated areas of the province. 
On the other hand the pacification operations had to be conducted in 
conjunction with the South Vietnamese authorities, and took place 
around the towns and villages.3

The security of the populated areas was the responsibility of the 
Vietnamese Province Chief, advised by an American Senior Adviser. 
While Jackson trusted and worked well with the Province Chief, he 
doubted the reliability of some members of the Province Chief's staff. 
Furthermore, the local Vietnamese units were of variable and generally 
poor quality. As a result coordination between Australian and 
Vietnamese plans was often lacking and the problem was never 
satisfactorily resolved.

Brigadier S.C.Graham, who assumed command of 1 ATF on 7 
January 1967, faced similar problems. To help isolate the Viet Cong 
from the main population areas Graham ordered the construction of a 
barrier minefield and fence from Dat Do to the sea about fifteen 
kilometres away. It was intended that the local Vietnamese forces 
would patrol and protect the minefield, but when they failed in this task 
the Viet Cong were able to remove thousands of mines and use them 
against the Australians. One Task Force commander estimated that 
between September 1968 and May 1970 50 per cent of 1 ATF's 
casualties "were from our own mines”. Short of using a large Australian 
force to patrol the minefield, the best that Graham could do was to try to 
persuade the local Vietnamese commander to maintain the security of 
the minefield, but even before the end of 1967 it was clear that the Viet 
Cong were regularly breaching it. The fact that Graham was permitted 
to construct the minefield demonstrates the operation of the command 
structure. Although Graham obtained the concurrence of II Field Force, 
he merely informed Vincent, who immediately visited the area, 
expressed some concern, but did not veto the project which had already 
begun. General Daly in Canberra "had grave doubts about its 
effectiveness" but believed that it was a matter for the commander on 
the spot; he had no authority to order a change in operational methods. 
While Graham might be criticized for the construction of the minefield, it 
was in fact an example of the originality and initiative which he 
displayed in other aspects of his command and for which he was well 
respected. While acknowledging its unfortunate outcome, 
Westmoreland called the minefield an "ingenious project".4
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Although Graham was anxious to secure the populated areas of 
Phuoc Tuy, the Americans considered that this task was more the 
responsibility of the South Vietnamese and they were keen for the 
Australians to become involved in operations against main force enemy 
units. An early hint of this different perspective came with the planning 
of a joint American, Vietnamese, Australian operation, Operation 
Parramatta, in February 1967. To ensure that his base was adequately 
defended during the operation, Graham asked Army Headquarters to 
expedite the arrival of reinforcements to augment his base defences. 
The Deputy Chief of the General Staff, A.L. MacDonald, replied to 
COMAFV that while every effort was being made to provide the 
reinforcements, it was Graham's responsibility to take the security of his 
base into account when planning operations. The limitations of a 
two-battalion task force were a fact of life. He continued: "If in your view 
Graham is pressed too hard to undertake tasks beyond his resources, 
action under para 14 of your directive could be appropriate". This 
paragraph referred to COMAFV's responsibility for the safety of his force 
and was quoted earlier.®

Another example of this different perspective came with Operation 
Paddington in July 1967 when the II Field Force ordered an allied 
search and destroy mission into the May Tao mountain area on the 
north east border of the province. Graham was reluctant to participate 
because "intelligence was scanty", there was little chance of destroying 
the 5th Viet Cong Division in the area, and there was the possibility "of 
jeopardising by our absence the very positive but still fragile gains in 
Phuoc Tuy". Nonetheless 1 ATF did participate in the operation which 
had been initiated by General Westmoreland and approved by General 
Vincent.®

By mid 1967 the Australians were becoming cautiously confident 
that they were achieving a measure of security in Phouc Tuy, and 
indeed when Graham handed over command of 1 ATF to Brigadier R.L. 
Hughes on 20 October he was reported to have stated that the Viet 
Cong were "virtually finished" in the province. Meanwhile the 
Americans had ordered another allied operation in the May Tao 
mountains. Operation Santa Fe from 27 October to 18 November drove 
the Viet Cong from their logistic area but did not prevent them from 
returning once the allied forces withdrew. The Australians might have 
wished to spend more energy on pacification of the province, but they 
could not deny that out-of-province operations were consistent with their 
directive. The Australians resisted the requests to operate in I or IV
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Corps areas which were reported by Australian newspapers at the time, 
but it was equally clear that the expansion of 1 ATF to three battalions 
would enable it to deploy from the province with two battalions leaving 
one behind on security duties. When Andrew Peacock, a government 
backbencher, visited Vietnam, Vincent asked him to tell the government 
that the credibility of the Australian force was declining as the American 
commitment increased and that he would need a further battalion.7

Vincent has claimed that the Americans never applied pressure on 
him to permit out-of-province operations, but equally there is little 
evidence that the Australians tried to influence American strategy. For 
example, in July 1967 when COMAFV was given the opportunity to 
comment on the USMACV Combined Campaign Plan for 1968, Vincent 
offered no comment. In the view of General Stretton, the failure "to show 
interest" in the plan "lost us the opportunity of asserting Australian 
leadership in a crumbling situation in which Australian professional 
advice may well have changed the course of the war". Of course 
Vincent had frequent discussions with the Americans while plans were 
being prepared, and criticism once the plan was published might have 
been unwise. In any case, his hands were tied, as shown in mid 1967 
when Westmoreland offered the Australians the opportunity to take over 
the whole advisory effort in Phuoc Tuy. Vincent supported the idea but 
Daly said that he could not find the one hundred men required. Wilton 
rejected the idea and Vincent thought that he was thinking of the 
repercussions if the war were lost. A later COMAFV, General Dunstan, 
believed that the effort would have been worthwhile in that Phuoc Tuy 
could have been a model for the rest of Vietnam. The Australians 
should have decided either to concentrate on Phuoc Tuy, or to release 1 
ATF for general operations as the American command saw fit, but the 
authorities in Canberra seemed unwilling to make this decision. 
Significantly, Admiral McNicoll is adamant that this proposal was never 
discussed in the Chiefs of Staff Committee and must have been 
handled solely by Wilton.8

At the end of 1967 it was certainly not clear that the situation was 
"crumbling" as Stretton put it, nor that the Australians were in a position 
to offer much advice. During 1967 General Vincent had presided over a 
considerable build-up of Australian forces and a consolidation in Phuoc 
Tuy. He had not interfered in operations but had given particular 
attention to the development of logistics and communications which 
were still not satisfactory when he arrived. Against the wishes of 
Brigadier Graham, he had asked Daly for Australian tanks to operate in
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Phuoc Tuy. Graham had been concerned about logistic difficulties in 
supporting the tanks, but Vincent had been convinced that they would 
provide additional firepower and mobility. When the tanks reached 
Vietnam in February 1968 they were soon to prove their worth, for the 
previous month had already marked a change from counter-guerilla to 
main force operations.0

With the arrival of an additional battalion, 3 RAR, in December, 
operations outside the province became more viable. MACV had 
received intelligence of possible North Vietnamese rocket attacks on the 
Bien Hoa and Long Binh complexes before or during the Vietnamese 
New Year, Tet, which began on 27 January, and Westmoreland warned 
Vincent that there might be a requirement to use 1 ATF elsewhere. 
Vincent replied that he did not want the Australians to be committed 
after the situation had deteriorated but that they should be included in 
the operational plans from the beginning. He therefore approved the 
operations. Vincent's chief of staff immediately asked him whether he 
was going to seek permission from Canberra. "No way", replied 
Vincent, "I get paid for taking decisions. This is a situation on which only 
I can take a decision. I am not going to be subject to political-military 
argy bargy from Canberra". The operations were within his directive 
and he knew that if he sought permission it might not arrive before it was 
too late. After a stony silence of twenty seven hours Wilton replied that 
the move had the approval of the Chiefs of Staff and the government, 
but there had been political problems because the Minister for the Army, 
Malcolm Fraser, had stated in July 1967 that the Australians were doing 
well in Phuoc Tuy and that they were going to stay there. Fraser was 
forced to explain the apparent change in policy: "When I returned from 
Vietnam last July I should have made it clear that further-ranging 
operations were envisaged as the security situation in Phuoc Tuy 
improves . . .  if we continue to disrupt [the enemy's] operations outside 
Phuoc Tuy we will at the same time be adding to the security of the 
Province".10

On 10 January Brigadier Hughes was summoned to a conference 
at Long Binh by the commander of II Field Force, Lieutenant-General 
Frederick C. Weyand. Tall, angular and inspiring confidence Weyand 
had been an intelligence officer at the Pentagon and had commanded 
the 25th Division in Vietnam with distinction; four years later he was to 
command MACV, before succeeding Abrams as US Army Chief of Staff 
in September 1974. Referring to his preparations for Tet, Denis Warner 
described Weyand as "the most able American general who ever
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served in Vietnam". American units were to be deployed to meet the 
suspected offensive and 1 ATF was to move to an area just north of 
Route 1 in Bien Hoa Province. Weyand had previously discussed the 
operation with COMAFV, but his approach to Hughes shows his 
sensitivity to national command. After giving his divisional commanders 
precise and direct instructions, Weyand turned to Hughes, waved 
vaguely at the map, and said, "Say, Ron, would you mind bringing your 
Task Force up to this area here?" That was about all the orders Hughes 
received and he had to ask a number of questions before he was clear 
on his exact task.11

On 23 January HQ 1 ATF and two battalions, 2 and 7 RAR, moved 
into Bien Hoa Province for Operation Coburg, and when the Tet 
offensive began on 31 January they were heavily involved, particularly 
around Fire Support Base Anderson, inflicting a heavy defeat on the 
enemy. Meanwhile, the Viet Cong had re-emerged in Phuoc Tuy and 
had moved into the provincial capital of Baria, presenting a challenging 
situation for the deputy commander of 1 ATF, Colonel Donald Dunstan, 
who had arrived in Nui Dat to assume his appointment the previous day. 
With a strength of over 4,800 personnel, 1 ATF was considerably larger 
than a normal infantry brigade, and the administrative base at Nui Dat, 
with units such as construction engineers, reinforcements and civil 
affairs, placed additional burdens on its headquarters staff. Indeed 
Hughes described his headquarters as "virtually a small divisional 
headquarters". For these reasons 1 ATF had been allocated a deputy 
commander, and Hughes was fortunate to have a man of Dunstan's 
calibre. On Dunstan's orders a company of 3 RAR supported by 
armoured personnel carriers cleared the Viet Cong from Baria in 
savage fighting on 1 and 2 February. Another company cleared Long 
Dien.1^

Major-General Arthur MacDonald succeeded Vincent as COMAFV 
about one and a half hours before the Tet offensive began in Saigon. 
After assuming command at midnight on 30 January 1968, he was 
awoken in the early hours of the morning by an explosion outside his 
house at 16 Alexandre de Rhodes, near the Presidential Palace. 
Stepping onto his balcony he was in time to see the enemy running past 
towards the Palace armed with satchel charges on long poles. It was an 
abrupt introduction to the war.13

Aged 49, MacDonald had graduated from Duntroon in 1939 after a 
short course of one year and had served in staff postings in the Second 
World War. He had commanded 3 RAR in Korea, had been
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commandant of the Jungle Training Centre and first commander of the 
Papua New Guinea Command. From April 1966 he was Deputy Chief 
of the General Staff and from August 1967 acting Adjutant General. 
Short, tough, ambitious and aggressive, MacDonald was determined to 
make his mark on his new command, and a little later wrote to the Chief 
of the General Staff: "I did 'light a fire under the mess’ and am keeping it 
burning too".14 Highly intelligent with a strong personality, MacDonald 
tended to command by fear and never sought to win the approval of his 
subordinates.

His forthright approach is shown in the following extracts from two 
signals to Australia. In the first instance, MacDonald was instructed, 
soon after his arrival, to submit claims for representational allowance to 
the Australian Ambassador in Saigon. He replied promptly:

Suggest it is wrong in principle for me to submit vouching 
statements to Ambassador for certification. Unlike Defence 
representative, attaches, etc, COMAFV is not attached to or 
part of Embassy, nor is he answerable to Ambassador in 
any way.

MacDonald's suggestion of submitting his claims to the Adjutant 
General in Canberra was accepted. The second instance was in 
November 1968 when he was requested to give his views on the 
conditions under which a ceasefire would be practicable. The reply was 
duly prepared but MacDonald concluded in typical fashion: "As I 
personally regard the cessation of bombing and the present 
negotiations with complete cynicism, I do not lay any claim to being an 
objective observer on this particular subject".1®

On 10 March MacDonald summarised the results of Operation 
Coburg and observed that the only fault was that "it should have begun 
several days earlier than it did! Had it not been for my predecessor, it 
probably would not have begun at all". The operation disrupted the 
lines of communication for the 5th V.C. Division and positioned troops 
across the division’s withdrawal route. "Had we stayed in Phuoc Tuy we 
might have saved the odd house from being burned to the ground, but 
we also would have made practically no contribution at all to operations 
as a whole". In fact there was relatively little damage in the province 
and the Viet Cong gains were quickly eliminated.1®

Brigadier Hughes at Nui Dat soon felt the impact of the new 
COMAFV, who frequently visited the Task Force with the aim of 
"gingering up" the units and their commanders. Having commanded 1 
ATF for three months before MacDonald's arrival, Hughes believed that
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he had a better grasp of problems in the province than had MacDonald, 
and on at least one occasion had to resist strong advice from 
MacDonald about where to conduct one of his operations. However, 
Hughes had good relations with MacDonald and invariably found his 
advice helpful. Colonel Dunstan was quite explicit about MacDonald's 
approach:

I don't think that even A.L. MacDonald, who was a 
professional interferer, ever interfered. I have to admire 
him. For the Long Hai operation he could see something 
going bad but he never uttered one word of criticism - 
never. It was too late to stop it.

Hughes's successor, Brigadier Pearson, also found that MacDonald 
never interfered in his operations and indeed was careful never to imply 
that he had any operational role. Nonetheless, while MacDonald did 
not seek to interfere in operations he did not believe that it was practical 
to separate administration and command. He knew that if an 
operational mistake were made which caused large numbers of 
casualties he could not hide behind the fact that he did not have 
operational command. He kept in close touch with Weyand and visited 
1 ATF two or three times per week.17

MacDonald's command coincided with some of the most intense 
fighting of the war, and even before he had arrived, he had determined 
to widen 1 ATF’s operations. As Deputy Chief of the General Staff 
during the introduction of the Task Force to Phuoc Tuy he had 
developed the view that the Australian concept was too limited. In late 
September 1967 he visited Vietnam as COMAFV designate, and in 
discussions with Westmoreland learned that the Americans were 
beginning to think that the Australians were not pulling their weight. 
Considering the planned size of the Australian commitment MacDonald 
believed that:

We ought to be getting more political national value out of 
that contribution. . . This was a wonderful opportunity to 
display to our allies what we were capable of doing. As far 
as operational ability was concerned we were far in front of 
anyone else in the country. We were hiding our light under 
a bushel in Phuoc Tuy.

Returning to Australia MacDonald informally discussed these ideas with 
Wilton who did not agree; he was afraid that the Task Force might be 
sent north.1®
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It did not take long for MacDonald to confirm his views when he 
returned as COMAFV. For example, in March 1968, when the Task 
Force began Operation Pinnaroo to clear out Viet Cong bases in the 
Long Hai hills, MacDonald wrote to the Chief of the General Staff:

The Americans have "come good" with a few B52 strikes... 
not, I think, because the higher command is impressed 
(which it is not) with the strategic or even tactical 
importance of eliminating a handful of VC in the Long Hai 
hills, but because it knows the destruction of VC influence 
in Phuoc Tuy is our first love and it wants us to get it over 
with and come out into the big league! COMUSMACV 
[Westmoreland]'s attitude - and I sense this because, 
although I think it is clear, I cannot recall it having been 
spoken - is that the Task Force cannot be employed in 
Phuoc Tuy to the maximum overall advantage. The Force 
certainly is highly regarded - I think perhaps lavishly so - 
and thank heaven for that!19

Vincent's decision to employ the Task Force without reference to 
Canberra and the Tet offensive cleared the way for MacDonald to 
employ a more aggressive policy, and throughout the year 1 ATF was 
involved in operations against main force enemy units. In April 1 ATF 
returned to Bien Hoa Province where in May it joined allied efforts to 
destroy the Viet Cong and North Vietnamese forces withdrawing from 
an attack on Saigon. Australian infantry and tanks in Fire Support 
Bases Coral and Balmoral beat off sustained regimental sized attacks, 
and played an important role in smashing the second Viet Cong general 
offensive. In the view of Brigadier Hughes, these operations "were 
some of the heaviest fighting that the Task Force ever undertook as a 
Task Force", but to his chagrin, while he was absent on leave some of 
the crucial battles were commanded by his deputy. On his own 
responsibility Dunstan ordered the tank squadron to make the long 
journey from Phuoc Tuy, and their presence was crucial during the 
battles, which were conventional in nature. Dunstan's outstanding 
performance during these battles as well as generally during his tour in 
Vietnam was watched closely by COMAFV and contributed strongly to 
MacDonald's decision to select him as Chief of the General Staff nine 
years later.20

Command problems arose again a few months after Coral and 
Balmoral when Hughes was asked to send a battalion back to help 
protect the Bien Hoa airbase. The Americans were going to place the
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battalion under one of their brigades but Hughes wanted to keep it 
under his command. He therefore detached a tactical headquarters to 
Bien Hoa with Colonel Dunstan and a small staff, in effect to command 
the battalion and to be the link between the battalion and headquarters 
II Field Force. Later Hughes was ordered to send another battalion to 
the area, so he deployed part of his headquarters and went himself to 
command his two battalions. It was a further demonstration that the 
commander of a national force has to be forever vigilant in a fast moving 
situation to ensure that he does not lose control of his units. These 
out-of-province operations imposed a tremendous strain on the logistics 
and command structures, and, as General MacDonald observed, would 
not have been possible without a deputy commander in the Task 
Force.21

The out-of-province operations might also be criticized in that they 
could have left the province open to Viet Cong attack, but as Hughes 
has made clear, although the province was his area of operations his 
role was decided by the American command. "The responsibility for the 
security of Phuoc Tuy and the populated part of it was the Province 
Chief's, and he had as many troops as I had . . .  I think mine were 
better, but we each had our area of operational responsibility and mine 
was the jungle and his was the populated area". Brigadier 
C M.I.(Sandy) Pearson, who assumed command of 1 ATF in October 
1968, was also anxious to take the fight to the Viet Cong main force 
units, which he believed corresponded with the view of the 
Americans.22

Hughes was the only Task Force commander to serve for a 
complete year in Vietnam. Both Jackson and Graham had been sent 
home early when they had become tired. MacDonald thought that 
Hughes was tired when he departed. After then, on MacDonald's 
recommendation, the tours of the Task Force commanders were 
reduced to nine or ten months. These commanders were the pick of the 
Australian Army; five of the seven were to become generals with one 
missing because of illness. But it was a trying, lonely command in 
which elements of the Task Force were always on operations.23

The Viet Cong Tet offensive of February 1969 was less effective 
than that of the previous year, but again 1 ATF was deployed outside 
Phuoc Tuy to protect Saigon. When Pearson informed MacDonald that 
Lieutenant-General Walter T. (Dutch) Kerwin, commanding general II 
Field Force, had requested the deployment to Phuoc Tuy MacDonald's 
first reaction was to withhold permission until he was approached
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personally. Pearson argued that Kerwin was unlikely to approach him 
but that the operation was necessary because the Americans were 
"strapped", and eventually MacDonald relented. Although MacDonald 
had always discussed operations with Weyand he found Kerwin "not 
half the man Fred is". He was more "bristly - a bit of an RSM 
[Regimental Sergeant Major] of a commander" and occasionally he 
issued orders without prior discussion.24

During Operation Goodwood, from 3 December 1968 to 18 
February 1969, 1 ATF deployed its three battalions, its tanks and 
armoured personnel carriers, and commanded American artillery and 
infantry, as well as Vietnamese infantry and marines. Pearson recalled 
that the commanding officer of one unit said that American law would 
not allow him to be placed under command of a foreign commander but 
that his general had told him to do exactly what Pearson said. In all, 
Pearson's force approached divisional strength. Again the Viet Cong 
suffered heavy casualties. Pearson was held in high regard by the 
American commanders and, as COMAFV wrote to the Chief of the 
General Staff, "his reputation is something of which we can be very 
proud". The battle at Binh Ba in Phuoc Tuy from 6 to 8 June 1969 
marked the end of seventeen months of main force operations. In this 
battle Australian tanks and infantry with armoured personnel carriers 
drove a battalion of North Vietnamese from the village only five 
kilometres from Nui Dat. With these decisive defeats of the enemy main 
force units the Task Force could now concentrate on counter-guerilla 
and pacification operations within the province.25

By this time MacDonald had finished his tour. When he had first 
visited Vietnam in 1967 he had been convinced that the war was being 
won, but following Tet he had lost confidence in American intelligence 
assessments and had begun to doubt the outcome. He discussed these 
views with Wilton and perhaps Daly, and by the time he left he believed 
that the Department of Defence and the government were trying to work 
out how to get out. Yet remarkably, throughout his tour he came under 
no political direction from the government, and indeed at one stage in 
mid 1968 he went for a period of three or four weeks without any 
communication from Defence.26

On 1 March MacDonald was succeeded by Major-General Robert 
Hay. Tall, fair-haired and clean cut, the 48-year-old Hay had graduated 
from Duntroon in 1939 after a reduced course of three years and had 
served in a variety of staff postings in the Second World War. His only 
command experience had been seven months in command of 3 RAR in
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1955, but he had had extensive operational and logistics staff 
experience. He had been Director of Military Operations and Plans from 
April 1966 to August 1967 and then Deputy Chief of the General Staff 
until his appointment as COMAFV.

By this stage of the war the pressures on COMAFV had changed 
markedly. The logistics system had been established and refined. The 
Americans understood the restrictions on the use of Australian troops, 
and with the Australian commitment at its maximum strength, Australian 
commanders had some flexibility in the use of their resources. Hay saw 
his role as one of maintaining interest and the status quo rather than 
attempting to achieve quick results. He tried to ease the pressure on his 
headquarters staff whom he thought had been pressed a little strongly 
by General MacDonald. Nonetheless, Hay's chief of staff, Colonel 
Stretton, still recalled that they worked at least twelve hours a day for a 
seven day week, sending signals to Canberra on everything from 
operations to the health of tracker dogs.27

By the time of Hay's appointment his headquarters had grown to 
number two RAN, 232 Army and 25 Air Force personnel and 36 locally 
engaged civilians. Also in Saigon was the headquarters of the AATTV 
and a detachment of 110 Signals Squadron (81 personnel). From 1967 
the chief of staff had been a colonel, who was a member of both the 
Army component and the Force headquarters. In the latter capacity he 
had no staff of his own but had to use the Army staff. COMAFV 
maintained a close relationship with his deputy commander, the air 
commodore, as both lived in the same house, but at times the chief of 
staff had difficulty achieving full co-operation with the air force staff over 
whom he had no direct control. Clearly, with hindsight, a joint staff 
would have been preferable. Certainly, in some areas, such as 
operations, a joint staff could have worked effectively, even if there was 
a need for separate logistics and personnel elements.

The Army component of the headquarters consisted of the normal 
G, A and Q staffs with an emphasis on the latter two sections - as the 
acting chief of staff reminded Army Headquarters in December 1970: 
"HQ AFV is not a G oriented HQ". With no actual G Branch, the GS02s 
of operations, intelligence, civil affairs, operations research and staff 
duties all reported directly to the chief of staff, and one chief of staff 
observed that as he dealt directly with over twenty staff officers and 
commanders he had little time to do his own thinking. The reports to 
Canberra prepared by these officers all had to be cleared by the chief of 
staff. But despite requests for assistance, it was not until after the
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withdrawal of the force was announced in 1971 that a GS01 was added 
to the headquarters staff.28

General Creighton W. Abrams had succeeded Westmoreland as 
commander of MACV in July 1968, and following the election of 
President Nixon at the end of 1968, the policy changed to one of 
pacification and Vietnamization. The withdrawal of American troops as 
a result of Vietnamization was announced in a MACV communique 
issued on 14 June 1969. In his discussions with Abrams and the 
Vietnamese, Hay thought that they were over-optimistic about the ability 
of the Vietnamese Army to survive if the allied forces were withdrawn. 
This view was shared by Stretton, who wrote that "everybody realized 
the futility of the whole war”, and that Vietnamization was a "face saving 
device". The commander of the New Zealand forces was not sure that 
Phuoc Tuy could be secured if allied and North Vietnamese forces were 
both withdrawn. 29

The pacification operations in the Australian area were controlled 
by the new commanding general II Field Force, Lieutenant-General 
Julian J. Ewell, who, after taking up his appointment on 2 April 1969, 
called on COMAFV. Hay described the meeting to the Chief of the 
General Staff:

Firstly he sought clarification of "any strings" which might 
be attached to the employment of the Task Force. I 
answered this in accordance with my directive and there 
are no problems. Secondly he asked "Were there any 
restrictions, in regard to acceptance of casualties?" I said 
quite clearly there were no restrictions, and that our 
national attitude was that our Field Commanders were 
competent, well trained and capable of producing sound 
military plans with adequate fire and air support and that 
under such circumstances we hoped our casualties would 
be kept to a minimum. He understood this clearly.89

On 16 April 1969 General Ewell issued a new directive to 1 ATF 
changing their operational priorities. The first priority was to be 
pacification, the second priority was to be the upgrading of the South 
Vietnamese forces, and the third priority was to be military operations, 
subject to Saigon being secured at all times. As General Hay wrote, 
these "priorities were a complete reversal of previous instructions to the 
Task Force". In response to a query from the Australian Ambassador, 
Ralph Harry, Hay later explained:
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the Australian military effort is under the operational control 
of MACV, and AFV quite rightly, is obliged to follow US 
priorities. It would be unthinkable for Australia to 
contemplate developing independent operations on 
national lines. It is only since May, 1969, that United 
States policy has allowed the Task Force to exert 
maximum influence on the population of Phuoc Tuy.21

The pacification operations in Phuoc Tuy, which began in May 
1969, highlight further command problems facing the Task Force 
commander. Between May and August 1969 Brigadier Pearson 
attempted to reduce the presence and influence of the Viet Cong in the 
Dat Do area by close patrolling and ambushing near the populated 
areas stretching from Dat Do to the sea, and by improving the 
effectiveness of the local forces in the area. Although 1 ATF achieved 
moderate success in restricting the activities of the Viet Cong, the 
operation would have had to have been continued over a longer period 
of time to have achieved any lasting value. The operations appear to 
have been discontinued for three reasons. Firstly, 1 ATF made only 
slow progress in improving the efficiency and commitment of the local 
Vietnamese forces and Task Force units were reluctant to operate with 
Vietnamese forces. Secondly, the Australian forces took heavy 
casualties from mines, which caused criticism in the Federal Parliament. 
The commander of the Civil Affairs Unit thought that Brigadier Pearson 
was under "political pressure" to withdraw from the area because of 
mine casualties. Thirdly, the Americans, particularly the Province 
Senior Adviser, thought that the South Vietnamese with their US 
advisers should be given an opportunity to play a more active role.22

General Hay recalled that he was under no political direction to 
reduce casualties, but rather there was a general understanding among 
Australian commanders that the loss of lives needed to be balanced 
carefully against military gains. Brigadier Pearson confirms that there 
was no direct political pressure; however, he recalled that in July 1969, 
in the presence of General Daly, Hay told him that the Chief of the 
General Staff was wondering whether in view of the casualties the 
operations in the Long Hai hills were worthwhile. Pearson replied that 
his operations were hurting the enemy and that was what his men were 
there for. Nothing more was said. Daly has denied that he received any 
direct pressure but has acknowledged that there was "indirect pressure" 
in Canberra. Despite these denials of political pressure, the Secretary 
of the Department of the Army, Bruce White, informed COMAFV of
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attitudes in Australia. On 24 July 1969 Hay wrote to Pearson: "I enclose 
a signal from Sec Army which I have just received. You can see the 
Australian re-action to our recent casualties from mines . . . There is no 
doubt that we should both take full account of Bruce White's 
comments".33

The most noteworthy example of the requirement to watch 
Australian interests at this time concerned the Training Team operating 
in the Pleiku area where Australian advisers were frequently sent on 
operations with inadequate Vietnamese forces. Hay made direct 
representations to Lieutenant-General Corcoran, commanding general I 
Field Force, stating that subordinate American commanders were not 
sufficiently informed of the adequacy of Vietnamese units. According to 
Hay several senior American officers were sent home.34

Brigadier S.P. Weir took command of 1 ATF on 1 September 1969 
soon after Pearson had halted the operations at Dat Do, and promptly 
began operations against main force Viet Cong in their bases in the 
jungle. "When I got there", said Weir, "there had been this agreement 
between the Province Senior Adviser and the Province Chief that the 
Task Force would pull out of the populated areas and the local forces. .. 
would take them as their responsibility. Well that was fine - that 
appealed to me because that was the proper function of the Task Force 
. . . to get out after the regular VC and knock them out, eliminate them 
and separate them from the population".35

When 8 RAR returned to the Long Hai hills in February 1970 the 
operation proceeded well until two mine incidents caused casualties 
and triggered a signal from the Chief of the General Staff to COMAFV: 

Most distressed and concerned at casualties being 
suffered by 8 RAR in Long Hai area. In view of our 
experience I am at a loss to understand 1 ATF undertaking 
operations in an area in which they have always been 
costly and of doubtful value. Please let me have a report 
urgently including the aims of the operation and the 
responsibility for its initiation. At the same time please 
examine its scope in the light of the current situation and 
the role of 1 ATF.

COMAFV replied that until the incidents on 28 February he considered 
that 8 RAR had achieved significant results for minimum casualties and 
that the operation was having a considerable effect on the enemy. He 
continued:
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You will be aware of the action I took yesterday to prevent 
further offensive operations. There has been constant 
pressure from both CG III Corps and CG II FFV over a long 
period to put Aust troops into the Long Hais. This has 
always been resisted by Comd 1 ATF. The present 1 ATF 
operations were the direct result of the substantial contact 
on 15 February which provided the opportunity for 
exploitation . . .  I believe the long term impact of Operation 
Hammersley on pacification will be substantial.

The incident shows Canberra's sensitivity to casualties and the 
operational pressures faced by commanders in Vietnam.36

In March 1970, soon after arriving in Vietnam to take over from 
Hay, Major-General Fraser called on Lieutenant-General Ewell 
commanding II Field Force. Ewell asked Fraser directly whether he was 
under orders to limit Australian casualties. Fraser replied that he had 
been given no such direction but that his own view was that in any 
projected operation casualties could only be justified if there was a 
sound military purpose offering prospects of substantial benefits from 
the operation. The type of operation which made no sense to him was 
to embark upon a short sortie into a defended objective, followed by a 
rapid return to the original deployment. Such operations had 
sometimes been undertaken when there were insufficient troops to 
seize and permanently hold the objective. Ewell accepted this view.37

The operations against enemy bases continued until about April 
1970, by which time two Viet Cong battalions had been withdrawn from 
the province and more attention was being given to Vietnamization. 
When Brigadier W.G. Henderson took command of 1 ATF on I June 
1970 he continued the tasks of patrolling and ambushing around the 
populated areas. The experience of the earlier casualties affected the 
attitude of COMAFV. For example, in July 1970, when the deputy 
commander MACV, General William B. Rosson, listed suggested tasks 
for 1 ATF, including operations in the Long Hais, General Fraser, 
concurred, but added a note of caution: "I am obliged to invite attention 
to the fact that the 1st Australian Task Force has mounted a series of 
operations against the Long Hais in the past, which have been costly in 
life and productive of limited military gains". While recognizing the 
importance of the area, Fraser thought that "the base area should not be 
subject to direct assault until such time as there are reasonable 
assurances of long term denial". In fact, there were no more Australian 
operations in the Long Hais, and by November when 8 RAR was
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withdrawn and not replaced, the Viet Cong appeared to be militarily 
inactive in comparison with earlier times.38
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CHAPTER IV 
WITHDRAWAL

Although the Viet Cong activities in Phuoc Tuy declined during 
1970, the American decision gradually to turn the war over to the 
Vietnamese presented COMAFV with a range of new problems. As 
mentioned in the previous chapter, on 1 March, Hay had been 
succeeded as COMAFV by Major-General Colin Fraser. Aged 51, 
Fraser, like Mackay and Vincent, had graduated from Duntroon in 1938 
after completing a reduced course of three years. During the Second 
World War he had served in the Middle East, in New Guinea where he 
had been an acting battalion commander during the capture of Shaggy 
Ridge, and in Britain. He then had various command and training 
postings until his appointment as commandant of the Royal Military 
College in January 1968, where he had presided over the affiliation of 
the College with the University of New South Wales, but his 
appointment had been marred by the so-called "bastardisation scandal" 
in the last half of 1969 over which he had offered to resign. His 
appointment to the prize posting as COMAFV indicated that he still 
retained the confidence of his military superiors.

Tall, well-built and known by the nickname "puff-puff", Fraser was 
unusual for an officer of his era, in that he held a bachelor of arts 
degree, earned by part-time study and completed while services attache 
in Rangoon. His slow moving, slow talking approach concealed a sharp 
and clear mind, and his chief of staff, who was impressed by his grasp 
and interpretation of events throughout Vietnam, wrote in October 1970 
that Fraser was "a marvellous boss, who believes in letting one get on 
with the job with a minimum of direction, fuss or bother". A firm believer 
in decentralization, he commanded with a fairly loose rein and trusted 
his subordinates - an admirable trait, but one in which he faced the 
prospect of being let down if a subordinate failed. At times there is a 
fine line between allowing subordinates to operate freely and allowing 
them to make decisions which are rightly the responsibility of the 
commander. When decisions involve matters which are politically 
sensitive there is a greater need for the commander to be involved.1

General Daly had hoped to appoint the 51-year-old GOC of 
Northern Command, Major-General Francis Hassett, to be COMAFV but 
his health was uncertain. At the same time the Chief of the Air Staff, Air 
Marshal Sir Alister Murdoch, argued strongly in the Chiefs of Staff 
Committee for the appointment of Air Vice-Marshal Colin Hannah, 
pointing out that COMAFV was largely an administrative position. More
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than one year earlier Daly had asked Vincent about the performance of 
his deputy, Air Commodore Lush. Vincent had replied that Lush was 
"interesting and understanding to work with":

He clearly appreciates the Army problems and is 
determined and enthusiastic in applying himself to learning 
as much as he can on the ways and whys of the Army's 
workings.
He believes that, on his observations and knowledge so 
far, an airman could not act as COMAFV unless there were 
a significant change in the relationship between COMAFV 
and COMUSMACV . . . consequent to having an airman 
as COMAFV he appreciates that there would have to be a 
senior Army officer to run the Army side of the house. . .
He appreciates the peculiar Army aspects of the 
relationship between COMUSMACV and COMAFV - part 
national - part Army in general and detail sense - part 
tactical.

Armed with this information Daly strongly opposed the proposal 
because the Army provided an overwhelming proportion of the force. 
According to Admiral McNicoll, the Army thought that Vietnam was their 
war.2

Before Fraser left Australia for Vietnam General Wilton indicated to 
him that the government was proposing to withdraw a battalion from the 
Task Force, but that he could not yet use the information for ordinary 
planning purposes. Nevertheless, this information saved the 
Australians from a costly and unnecessary move. When he arrived in 
Vietnam Fraser learned that USMACV was keen to reduce or close 
down US activities at Vung Tau. The alternative being considered was 
to relocate the Australian units there to Phan Rang, already in use by 
the Canberra squadron of the RAAF. If the Australians had remained at 
Vung Tau they would not have had the capacity to protect or manage 
the former US facilities while meeting the logistic demands of the Task 
Force. To Fraser this was a matter concerning the safety and well-being 
of Australian forces, and accordingly he raised it with General Abrams. 
Shortly afterwards Abrams agreed to maintain US forces there, though 
on a reduced scale, while Vung Tau remained such an important facility 
for the Australian Task Force.3

The key decisions concerning Australia's graduated withdrawal 
were made when the Minister for Defence, Malcolm Fraser, the 
Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, General Sir John Wilton,
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and senior advisers visited Saigon on 31 March 1970. The Australians 
were planning to withdraw one battalion from 1 ATF and to offer 
additional training assistance to the Vietnamese in Phuoc Tuy. Wilton 
argued strongly that a training centre should be located at Nui Dat 
because it would add to the security of the Task Force base and would 
itself gain protection, 1 ATF would be able to assist it with training, and it 
would not be influenced by the "sloppy methods" of the Vietnamese 
which could happen if it were located near Baria.4

It was not until June that the government eventually approved the 
establishment of the Jungle Warfare Training Centre, the Australian 
commitment for which had grown substantially since the original 
proposal. The planning for the centre reveals the problems of 
cooperating with a weak government in a period of uncertainty. The 
Vietnamese were anxious to accede to Australian wishes to promote a 
continuing Australian presence in Phuoc Tuy, and therefore agreed to 
locate the centre at Nui Dat to train local forces, while their preference 
was for the Australians to establish a school elsewhere to train regular 
soldiers. Aware of Vietnamese concerns, General Fraser changed the 
role to one of training regulars, but faced by the strong wishes of Wilton 
and the Vietnamese desire not to back down from their initial 
agreement, he could not alter the location of the centre, even though he 
knew the Vietnamese had no long term plans for Nui Dat. The Jungle 
Warfare Training Centre began its first course at Nui Dat on 9 February 
1971, but after only eight months, with the withdrawal of the Task Force, 
the centre moved to the Vietnamese training complex at Van Kiep near 
Baria.

When on 22 April 1970 the Australian Prime Minister, John Gorton, 
stated that a battalion would be withdrawn and not replaced at the end 
of the year, he added that Australia would provide a number of Mobile 
Advisory and Training Teams (MATTs) as part of the AATTV to train 
local forces in Phuoc Tuy. Although both the American Province Senior 
Adviser and the commanding officer of the AATTV recommended the 
provision of eight six-man teams for the province they were over-ruled 
by General Wilton who directed the provision of twelve MATTs. 
Throughout 1970 and into 1971 the activities of the Training Team were 
concentrated in Phuoc Tuy, giving the Australians a greater stake in the 
province than they had had at any stage of the war. The experience of 
the training centre and the MATTs shows that General Wilton, who had 
played a major role in the commitment of Australian forces to Vietnam,
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continued to exert a strong influence on Australian policy in that country 
until he retired in November 1970.5

General Fraser welcomed the Vietnamization programme, and he 
saw pacification in Phuoc Tuy as making a useful contribution to the 
programme. By the end of 1970 he believed that "the process of 
Vietnamization was coming along satisfactorily, and that as far as Phuoc 
Tuy was concerned the Viet Cong had not been able to interfere with 
the process to any effective extent". Years later he remained "convinced 
that Vietnamization was such a good concept, perhaps the only feasible 
one".®

In keeping with the efforts to make the Vietnamese more 
self-sufficient, in the latter half of 1970 the activities of the Civil Affairs 
Unit were reduced, and officers were becoming sensitive to 
"over-involvement" in Vietnamese affairs. For example, the Civil Affairs 
Unit Report of December 1970 stated that "assistance must be given in 
such a way that will highlight the capabilities of the [Province 
Agricultural] Service and care must be taken to ensure that our efforts . .
. do not overshadow the Service". In another example, medical 
assistance was reduced from a level of 6,180 patients in May to 686 in 
November 1970. Yet as General Fraser observed, despite the political 
attractions of civic action, "to the end of 1970 the responsibility of 
accepting or rejecting civic action programs was vested with the 
Commander AFV and the Australian Ambassador", and no directive was 
issued to regulate government priorities in this matter.7

When Daly visited Fraser in December 1970 he advised him that 
the government was likely to order further withdrawals and that it would 
be unwise to undertake civic action commitments which could not be 
protected. As Daly put it, if civic action was increased, as suggested by 
the Minister for Defence, Malcolm Fraser, the members of the Civil 
Affairs Unit "would be hostages to fate". Nonetheless the Army took 
civic action seriously and indeed had overspent on civic action for that 
financial year. The main problem was that there was a large backlog of 
requests from Phuoc Tuy Province, and if Australia were to be 
committed to more tasks and if a withdrawal were ordered during the 
next year then the uncompleted projects might be seen as a monument 
to Australian inefficiency. General Fraser wrote later: "Having regard to 
the views of the CGS and the prospects of a withdrawal of the Australian 
force in the not too distant future . . .  it became necessary to restrict long 
term projects or those beyond the capacity of the indigenous population 
to sustain". Fraser's chief of staff, Colonel Salmon, commented that
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there was no suggestion of Australia pulling out of civic action: "Nothing 
was further from the truth. All that we were trying to do was hedge our 
bets and make sure that we weren't over committed". In line with 
Australian Army doctrine, General Fraser considered that the activities 
of the Civil Affairs Unit were an important aspect of military operations, 
but he thought that civic action of only fairly minor concern in 
comparison with his other worries. As it turned out, these decisions 
were to have unexpected wider political ramifications which will be 
discussed in the next chapter.®

In announcing the partial withdrawal of troops in April 1970 
Gorton had added that this would "require a modification of the role at 
present played by our forces - a modification made feasible by the 
forces of Vietnamization and national acceptance of responsibilities by 
the Vietnamese themselves in Phuoc Tuy". While Brigadier Henderson 
had his doubts about the ability of the Vietnamese to undertake wider 
operations in the province, the Ministers for Defence and for the Army, 
Fraser and Peacock, found it politically convenient to be more optimistic 
about the degree to which the Vietnamese could fill the gap.9 This was, 
however, an academic argument, for in March 1971 the Prime Minister, 
William McMahon, announced the intention of withdrawing 1,000 men 
from the three services during the next three months.

Following McMahon's announcement of March, the Naval 
Clearance Diving Team, the RAN Helicopter Flight, No 2 Squadron 
(Canberra bombers), three aircraft of the Caribou squadron and the 
Army's tank squadron were progressively withdrawn. On 18 August 
McMahon announced that 1 ATF and 1 ALSG would be withdrawn, by 
October the Australians had ceased operations, and by the following 
March the battalions and 1 ALSG had left Vietnam, leaving the 
remaining small force from the Training Team.

The withdrawal of the major Australian units during 1971 was the 
responsibility of the last COMAFV, Major-General Donald Dunstan, who 
had taken over from General Fraser on 5 March 1971. Aged 48, 
Dunstan had graduated from Duntroon in June 1942 after a shortened 
wartime course of two and a half years and had served as a platoon 
commander in Bougainville in 1945. After various staff postings he had 
commanded 1 RAR in 1964 and before his appointment as COMAFV 
had attended the Imperial Defence College in London. Cool in a crisis, 
slow and deliberate in speech with the air of a farmer, he had gained 
valuable experience of senior command as deputy commander of 1 ATF 
during the Tet offensive of 1968. In his view his single biggest worry
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was a legacy of an earlier decision, namely the necessity to relocate the 
Jungle Warfare Training Centre, which he called "the Royal Military 
College of Nui Dat", to Van Kiep; he thought that the training centre had 
"started out as a political measure".10

Dunstan's briefings before assuming command were typical of the 
experiences of his predecessors, and are a telling commentary on the 
problems of the command. He was briefed by Malcolm Fraser at the 
time of the civic action controversy, and was urged to keep Canberra 
informed on anything of possible interest. Dunstan replied that he too 
should be kept informed. Yet once he reached Vietnam he received 
little information from Canberra. His ten-minute briefing from the 
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee, Admiral Sir Victor Smith, was cut 
short when the latter was asked to go to the Secretary's office. As the 
commander of the only joint force responsible to the chairman, Dunstan 
found this arrangement "very peculiar". To illustrate his point about lack 
of guidance Dunstan described how he decided that 4 RAR should 
remain at Nui Dat longer than had been planned when the withdrawal 
had been announced. Considering the government's announcement, 
Dunstan thought that his decision might be politically sensitive and 
sought advice from Canberra. He received the answer that it was his 
decision. Dunstan recognized that this was the case, but it still did not 
"answer my question as to whether it was politically sensitive or not".11

Like other COMAFVs Dunstan claimed that he received no 
direction about casualties, but he developed his own views. For 
example, if the Task Force commander had indicated a desire to 
operate in the Long Hai hills Dunstan would have stopped the 
operation. Throughout his tour Dunstan received no direction from 
Canberra and at times even found it difficult to receive answers to 
questions.12

Meanwhile, the new Task Force commander, Brigadier Bruce 
McDonald, who had taken command on 28 February, had to do his best 
with two battalions. In March and April Viet Cong main force units 
which had re-entered the province were engaged, and between June 
and September North Vietnamese units were prevented from 
establishing themselves in the north of the province, but it was a 
warning of possible developments once the Australians withdrew.

Operation Overlord into Long Khanh Province in June 1971 to 
driveout a North Vietnamese battalion raised the old problem of 
operations outside Phuoc Tuy. When the Minister for Defence, John 
Gorton, had visited Vietnam in March with Admiral Smith, General
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Dunstan had raised the possibility of having to operate outside the 
province to clear the enemy from a sanctuary. This had been accepted 
provided that Canberra was given advance notice. However, the 
unexpected and relatively heavy casualties in Overlord caused 
speculation in the press, which caused another round of signals and 
queries from Canberra.1 ^

During the latter months of 1971 Defence and Army staff in 
Canberra considered the question of whether a residual force from the 
Training Team should remain in Vietnam once the major units withdrew. 
The Army preferred to withdraw completely, but the government 
considered that there was a military and political advantage in retaining 
a presence. On 9 December 1971 the Minister for Defence, David 
Fairbairn, announced that the residual force would be named Australian 
Army Assistance Group Vietnam (AAAGV). Made up mainly of members 
of the Training Team it would be involved in training in Phuoc Tuy 
Province. As the Training Team historian observed, the "wheel had 
turned full circle" in that the main element of Australian involvement 
once again consisted of the AATTV with only a training responsibility. 
Also as in 1962, the force reverted to the direct control of the Army, and 
this change was formalized on 5 March 1972 when AFV ceased to exist, 
the AAAGV was formed, and General Dunstan handed over command 
to his Duntroon classmate, Brigadier Ian Geddes.14

The closure of HQ AFV ended almost six years of a unique 
command in which the men whom Westmoreland described as a 
"succession of able administrative commanders" had been responsible 
for the execution of government policy in a controversial and complex 
limited war. While COMAFV's main day-to-day responsibilities were 
concerned with the administration of his force, he had to be forever 
careful to ensure that the operations of his forces were in accordance 
with government policy which, except in respect to limiting operations to 
within Vietnam and in the desire to keep the Australian battalions under 
one command, were never explicit. As General Mackay observed, 
COMAFV was expected to deal with the unexpected. It may be true that, 
as General Dunstan stated, there was "no actual case of an Australian 
veto of a United States request", but it was always clear to the 
Americans what sort of operations would be acceptable.1^

When the formation of the AAAGV had been announced in 
December 1971 a review of its effectiveness had been promised for 
mid-1972, and at this time the Army recommended the total withdrawal 
of the force. The government was unwilling to take this final step before
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the elections of December 1972, and the Whitlam government returned 
the remaining force of about 40 men as soon as it was elected. The end 
of Australia's military involvement in Vietnam was a significant turning 
point in the changing perspective on Australian strategy. Changing 
strategies often require different command structures, and after Vietnam 
the only overseas joint command was in Papua New Guinea. In the 
light of new strategies for the defence of Australia joint operational 
command procedures were to take some years to refine, but the first 
priority was the higher organization of the Defence structure, and these 
changes relate directly although not exclusively to the problems faced 
by the Canberra high command during the Vietnam war.
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CHAPTER V
THE CANBERRA COMMAND POST

The most obvious fact about the Canberra command post was that 
it did not exist.' Although Wilton had taken a keen interest in the 
establishment of the Australian Task Force in Phuoc Tuy Province, he 
did not seek to influence American strategy in Vietnam. His selection of 
the province indicated that he was concerned to ensure that Australian 
forces were kept under Australian national control and that they were 
not likely to incur disastrous casualties. The military considerations 
which led to the expansion of the Australian Army contribution from one 
battalion in 1965 to a two-battalion task force in 1966 and eventually to 
a three-battalion task force at the end of 1967, related primarily to 
questions of safety and efficiency rather than to a considered notion of 
how the Australians were to conduct their war. The dissatisfaction of 1 
RAR with the conduct of operations by 173rd Airborne Brigade was on 
the level of tactics. Perhaps some officers cherished the hope that once 
the Australians were by themselves they would do things their way, but 
no policy was spelt out in Canberra.

Of course the prime motivation in the various increases to the force 
was political rather than military; they were responses to American 
demands. There is no evidence that the Australian government took the 
opportunity presented by these demands to question the military 
conduct of the war, either at the grand strategic level or at the level of 
operational policy within Vietnam. Certainly the Australian contribution 
was so small in relation to the Americans' that we could hardly have 
expected much say in the running of the war, but consideration could 
have been given to gaining the maximum political influence from the 
nature of our contribution. At least two courses were possible: giving 
the Americans greater freedom to use 1 ATF wherever they saw fit; and 
giving the Australians all-embracing responsibility for Phuoc Tuy. The 
first choice might have involved greater casualties although it would 
have given the Australian effort more publicity. The second choice, if 
successful, might, as General Dunstan argued, have provided a model 
for the Americans to copy throughout the country. In the absence of 
direction from Canberra respective commanders of the Australian force 
and of 1 ATF made decisions as they saw fit within the framework of the 
initial directive.

During the 1968 Tet offensive Admiral McNicoll was visiting 
Saigon and he accompanied General MacDonald when he visited 1 
ATF on Operation Coburg. Like MacDonald, he had been shocked by
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the extent to which the Americans had been caught unawares and he 
was impressed by the futility of trying to intercept the Viet Cong in the 
jungle. Although he was present throughout the whole of Tet, when he 
returned to Australia neither the Chiefs of Staff Committee nor the 
Department of External Affairs gave him an opportunity to comment on 
what he had learned. He came to the conclusion that no-one in 
Australia was really interested in what was going on in Vietnam. On 
another operational planning matter which relied on ignoring the 
experiences of Vietnam, McNicoll wrote to Wilton warning him that they 
could be accused of misleading the government, but he received a 
non-committal reply.2

The failure of the Australian high command to take a more positive 
role in the conduct of the war underlines the organizational problems of 
the Department of Defence during this period. When the Minister for 
Defence, Paltridge, died in January 1966, he had been replaced by the 
57-year-old Allen Fairhall, a businessman and engineer from 
Newcastle. For the previous four years he had been Minister for Supply 
and according to Don Whitington had run the Department "more 
efficiently than it had been run for nearly a generation." Tough, natural, 
shrewd and without pretensions, Fairhall was a man of ability and 
courage. Ray Aitchison wrote that he "had always been the most 
discreet and close-mouthed of ministers". Alan Reid observed that 
"though he roared like a lion in private he performed like a lamb in 
public". Fairhall was fiercely anti-Communist and provided firm, 
unwavering support for the commitment to Vietnam.2 Fairhall was 
supported by Sir Edwin Hicks aged 56 and now in his tenth year as 
Secretary of the Department. Hicks was a highly skilled administrator 
with wide experience in service administration; before his appointment 
as Secretary of Defence he had been Secretary of the Department of Air 
for four years. McNicoll thought that while he was a "brilliant chairman 
of committees", he had no broader view of what role defence could take 
in advising the government on strategic issues or on the need to 
exercise stronger control over the services. Towards the end of 
Paltridge’s term Hicks had become ill and had expected to be appointed 
Deputy High Commissioner in London, but with the death of Paltridge, 
as well as the recent appointment of Wilton, he stayed on to provide 
continuity at a time of increased defence activity.4

Following Menzies’ announcement of increased defence 
spending in November 1964, Hicks was faced with the problem of 
managing a wide range of defence acquisitions at a time when defence
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activities were divided between five departments. At the same time 
Wilton was grappling with his responsibilities for the force in Vietnam 
and for strategic planning in the Malaysian region with only a small staff 
of his own and no legal powers as a commander. Under these 
pressures the reorganization of defence was given increased 
consideration. For example, on 1 July 1966, Howson wrote in his diary: 
"Ted Hicks wants to centralise authority in the Defence Department and 
enshrine this in legislation. Allen [Fairhall] is not convinced that we 
need to alter the present system. Already he feels he has more than 
enough work and responsibility". On 11 September he observed that 
Wilton was "worried about the whole organization of the Defence 
Department".5

Neither the Prime Minister, Fairhall nor indeed Hicks were really 
anxious to change the Defence organization, but finally in January 1967 
Fairhall requested Hicks to prepare a brief on the relationship of 
Defence and the Service departments. Meanwhile Wilton had been 
developing his own plans, and later in the year proposed the creation of 
a Joint Service Executive Staff to enable the Chiefs of Staff Committee 
to implement approved military plans and policy, and to direct, 
co-ordinate and supervise military action. This staff would undertake 
work then carried out by the various Joint Service committees. Wilton 
went further and advocated the creation of a Defence Board of 
Administration with the Minister as president and the Secretary of the 
Department or a Chief of Defence Staff as chairman of the Board. The 
members would be the three service chiefs. In addition he suggested 
either abolition of the separate service ministers and departments, or 
the restriction of the statutory powers of the present ministers and 
boards. These ideas were not accepted at that time, and indeed many 
were impracticable, particularly his desire to nullify the influence of 
senior public servants. Nonetheless he should be given credit for his 
advocacy of joint operations against service opposition, and his 
experience during the Vietnam period contributed to the establishment 
of the position of Chief of the Defence Force in subsequent years. Like 
his successor, Scherger had advocated one Australian Defence Force, 
but as he said later, "Vietnam was no time for changing horses in 
mid-stream, or even changing the colour of the horses".®

The problems of the Defence organization were shown particularly 
in the case of the Department of the Army. The Army provided the 
majority of the forces in Vietnam, they suffered almost all the casualties, 
including national servicemen, and their operations were the most
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politically sensitive. The Minister for the Army from 26 January 1966 to 
28 February 1968 was the young, ambitious Malcolm Fraser. During 
this period the Army commitment was built up from one battalion 
operating with the Americans to a three-battalion task force with its own 
area of operations. The shape of the new operations in Phuoc Tuy had 
to be determined, there was American pressure for increases in 
numbers and to give the Task Force a wider role, and in January 1968 
the Task Force was deployed out of the province. Along with 
administrative problems, such as the first casualties to national 
servicemen, the "injudicious" speech of Mr Bruce White and the Gunner 
O'Neill affair, Fraser was required to handle many sensitive issues. Yet 
after ten years on the backbench the 35-year-old Fraser was the most 
junior minister in the government and not a member of the Cabinet 
where most of the major defence decisions were made.7

Although the Chief of the General Staff, Sir Thomas Daly, was 
nominally responsible to his minister, he was also a member of the 
Chiefs of Staff Committee which through its chairman reported to and 
advised the Minister for Defence. As a member of the Chiefs of Staff 
Committee Daly had access to security and intelligence matters which 
he could not discuss with his minister. Daly described this as an 
"invidious situation" for Fraser who became "worked up" over his 
exclusion from information. Furthermore, Daly was a member of the 
Defence Committee which advised the Minister for Defence on defence 
policy as a whole. If the Chiefs of Staff Committee was "a fairly old 
toothless tiger", as Daly called it, the Defence Committee had a great 
influence over defence policy.8

Daly has claimed that he had a good relationship with Fraser, 
while admitting that they did have several disagreements, especially 
over Fraser's tendency to seek the advice of more junior members of the 
department. But Fraser was the first minister actively to challenge the 
Chief of the General Staff on military matters. One senior public servant 
in the Department of the Army thought that Fraser was the best minister 
he ever served. Don Chipp, who was Minister for the Navy at this time, 
wrote that Fraser was "a man of outstanding intellectual capacity" and 
"also a breathtakingly clever politician". Fraser's insensitive approach 
and his desire to seek information on matters which other ministers 
might have ignored, caused Daly, who was not used to this approach, 
to twice consider offering his resignation.9

Fraser took a keen interest in the operations in Vietnam and 
demanded that he see every signal in case there was some political
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ramification. The Tet offensive shows Fraser's method of operation. On 
14 February 1968 he personally cabled COMAFV seeking his analysis 
of the objectives of the offensive, information on the performance of the 
South Vietnamese, an assessment of Vietnamese attitudes to the 
Australians and the Americans, and an assessment of the damage to 
the Vietnamese, the civic action programme and the Australian area of 
operations. General MacDonald cabled long replies to these questions 
on 17 February, and in response to a further request cabled again on 25 
February. Fraser’s questions showed a keen awareness of the political 
aspects, but it is easy to understand a comment from the Secretary of 
the Department, Bruce White: "For God's sake Malcolm, stop trying to be 
a general. Leave that to the professionals. Your job is to administer 
your department".1®

On some policy matters Daly dealt directly with Fairhall. For 
example when the Chief of the Air Staff, Air Marshal Sir Alister Murdoch, 
attempted to take over Army aviation, Daly sought "direct and somewhat 
unorthodox access" to Fairhall, obtained the minister's support and the 
Army Aviation Corps was established. On the question of sending tanks 
to Vietnam Fairhall sent for Daly and asked for an unequivocal answer 
as to whether they would be effective. Daly replied "Yes, in the close 
support role", and Fairhall, who was always willing to make a decision, 
approved their deployment. Daly had the highest regard for Fairhall as 
a minister, and found him to be a "level-headed, cool customer, who 
never flapped and who listened to advice". There is, of course, a 
tendency for senior officers to have high opinions of ministers who 
readily accept their advice. Other observers have not had such a 
charitable view of Fairhall's ability to exert the authority of the position of 
Minister for Defence.11

Although the service ministers were frustrated by their lack of 
authority, at a bureaucratic level the service departments were relatively 
independent and therefore still quite strong; the Department of Defence 
was too weak to exert the over-seeing and over-riding influence that it 
was supposed to have under Menzies' directive of 1958.12 There were 
few military officers within Defence, which tended to exacerbate the 
feeling between the "frocks" and the "brass", as General Daly later 
wrote:

There was, and always has been, a less than warm 
relationship between the Services and the Defence 
Department, particularly at the working level. For my own 
part, I enjoyed excellent relations with the Secretaries of
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the Defence Department with whom I served - Sir Edwin 
Hicks, Sir Henry Bland and Sir Arthur Tange. This is not to 
say that we did not have differences of opinion, inevitable 
since we were sometimes arguing from very different 
viewpoints.

However, further down the line there was the age old 
distrust of the professional for the amateur and vice versa. 
There could never be any suggestion that strategy and 
financial administration should be the close preserve of 
service officers. On the other hand, experienced 
professionals resented having their judgement queried on 
simple technical and tactical matters by relatively junior 
civilians, possibly recently transferred into the Defence 
Department from quite unrelated areas, whereupon 
becoming, to quote the media, "defence experts".1 ̂

When the Prime Minister, Harold Holt, disappeared at Cheviot 
Beach in December 1967 a number of commentators observed that 
Fairhall could have become Prime Minister if he had been in better 
health. The new Prime Minister, John Gorton, retained Fairhall as 
Minister for Defence although there were some disagreements between 
the two, particularly over the policy concerning the defence of the 
Malaysian region following the British withdrawal from east of Suez. In 
September 1967 Holt had selected Sir Henry Bland to succeed Sir 
Edwin Hicks as Secretary of the Department. For the previous fifteen 
years Bland had been Secretary of the Department of Labour and 
National Service, and for many years his minister had been Holt. In 
January 1968, before Gorton's appointment as Prime Minister had been 
confirmed, Bland took up the position, with Hicks becoming High 
Commissioner to New Zealand. According to Bland, Gorton would have 
preferred to appoint Lennox Hewitt to Defence.14

In an article headed "Sir Henry Bland needs two fists for his new 
job", the Bulletin observed that the post was "the most challenging in 
the Public Service, but even Bland's critics in the Public Service give 
him credit for his driving toughness and his unquestionable, and to a 
large extent unequalled, negotiating capabilities". Alan Reid described 
him as a "tough, able little man, independently minded, polite but firm. . . 
a man whom nobody, not even a prime minister could browbeat into 
silence when he believed his duty was to speak out". General Stretton 
found him to be "a man of enormous energy and drive and, in my 
opinion, was the equal of any opponent in Foreign Affairs". In General
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Daly's view "he could be as tough as old boots or he could charm the 
green piece out of a gate post". Although fond of this "remarkable man" 
Daly thought that he never really understood that the Chief of the 
General Staff was more than just the general manager of a large 
corporation. While Bland did not have a strong defence background, he 
had been involved with administering the national service programme, 
and during the Second World War had been principal assistant to the 
Director General of Manpower. He believed that the administration of 
defence was "in an awful mess" and was determined to change the 
organization. He thought that Hicks had "allowed things to run down on 
the civilian side" and approached his new task with enthusiasm. In this 
task he had the agreement of Fairhall, although the minister was really 
more interested in the scientific aspects of defence than in 
organizations. Bland found him to be "one of the more honest 
politicians I have ever come across".1®

In the next two years Bland and Fairhall instituted considerable 
changes in the department. Many of the joint committees which were 
formed from representatives of the three services were replaced by a 
Joint Staff of civilian and military members, and the military officers 
were posted for longer periods of time to Defence. The Director of the 
Joint Staff was a serving officer of major-general rank or equivalent. A 
Systems Analysis Branch was formed and programme budgeting was 
introduced. In addition to these changes General Wilton headed a 
committee which in May 1968 recommended the centralization of many 
intelligence functions and the establishment of the Joint Intelligence 
Organization.1®

Despite the improvements within the Department of Defence, the 
political machinery for directing and determining defence and strategic 
policy was weakened during this period. Gorton took a personal role in 
policy-making and had split the Department of Prime Minister and 
Cabinet to form a Cabinet Secretariat under Sir John Bunting and the 
Department of the Prime Minister under Lennox Hewitt. Gorton tended 
to disregard the Defence and Foreign Affairs Committee of Cabinet, 
which sat less frequently. Writing of the value of the Committee in 1970, 
Sir Henry Bland commented that: "Many observers would wish the 
practice [of using the committee] resumed".17

General Wilton welcomed the strengthening of the role of the 
Department of Defence and the Joint Staff, but he and the service chiefs 
were antagonized by Bland's abrasive personality and were critical of 
his lack of specialist knowledge. Admiral NcNicoll thought that he
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"despised all uniformed characters". Bland criticized the "calibre, 
orientation and lack of continuity of the Service members", and claimed 
that defence administration was "too important to be left to generals". 
He supported the "long-held political theory that ultimate control of 
defence matters must rest with the civilian authorities". The Service 
Chiefs readily acknowledged the primacy of civilian authority but rightly 
claimed that the services were subject to Parliament and the minister, 
not to public servants. In August 1969 Peter Howson wrote in his diary 
that Wilton had had a difficult time with Bland. Wilton had been resisting 
Bland's efforts to change appreciations prepared by the military staff.

I think John has been for too long used as what Menzies 
used to call 'our military adviser', writing the appreciation 
the politicians desired. Now John has dug in his toes and 
told Bland that he can write the political essays required by 
his master - or rather, by John Gorton.

It was one example of the tension between Bland and Wilton.18
While Bland did not consider himself to be responsible for military 

operations he was surprised that Wilton failed to take an independent 
Australian line in considering either broad strategic options or the 
operations in Vietnam. He thought Wilton was "pedestrian in many 
respects". Each Monday morning, in the "War Room”, Wilton briefed the 
Chiefs of Staff, the Director Joint Staff, the Secretary and other senior 
defence civilians on the war. Bland thought that the briefings were 
"utterly unimpressive" and "seemed to me so childish" in that they 
avoided the really tough questions; Wilton was "never really critical of 
what was going on on the American side".1^

In October 1969 Bland visited Abrams in Saigon and came away 
very unhappy with the situation. On return he reported his views to 
Fairhall. Soon, however, Wilton came to see him "quite upset" that he 
had taken it upon himself to speak to Abrams. Wilton said that it was 
"utterly improper - I am the one who deals with Abrams". Bland found 
that Air Marshal Murdoch sympathized with his views but was never 
willing to bring the matter to a head in the Chiefs of Staff Committee. In 
the absence of any strong direction being given to the fighting in 
Vietnam, Bland thought that the best approach was to minimize 
casualties, a view shared by Fairhall and Gorton. Bland was struck by 
the contrast between the lack of direction in Canberra and the 
competence and professionalism which he found when he visited Nui
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Fairhall continued to be bothered by ill-health, and resigned from 
Parliament at the elections in October 1969, to be replaced by Malcolm 
Fraser, who since February 1968 had been Minister for Education and 
Science. Now aged 38, Fraser was determined to establish the 
authority which he believed a Defence minister should have. The new 
service ministers, James Killen in Navy, Andrew Peacock in Army and 
Senator Thomas Drake-Brockman in Air all resented Fraser's tendency 
to exclude them from policy matters and to interfere in their departments. 
Killen claimed that he was not "greatly vexed" by Fraser's abrasive 
manner but the other two ministers were upset. On the other hand, with 
ministers spread from Brisbane to Western Australia Fraser found it 
difficult to maintain constant consultation.21

Fraser's desire to obtain a grip on defence was shown by his 
statement in the House of Representatives on 10 March 1970. Although 
it was largely the work of Fairhall and Bland, it was a wide-ranging 
survey which underlined the organizational changes instituted by his 
predecessor and announced the formation of the Joint Intelligence 
Organization recommended earlier by Wilton.22

As Minister for the Army Fraser had been closely involved with the 
build-up of Army units in Vietnam. Now as Minister for Defence his 
concern was with the withdrawal of the Australian forces, and as 
described earlier, the first substantial withdrawals were announced on 
22 April 1970. Fraser's desire to maintain control of the war is shown by 
his directive on 1 May that COMAFV expand his monthly report to 
include "a description of the objectives underlying the operations of the 
previous month, set in the context of our longer term objectives". He 
wanted an assessment of the extent to which objectives were being 
achieved. The new Joint Intelligence Organization was directed to 
provide a monthly assessment on the success of pacification, 
Vietnamization and security, especially in Phuoc Tuy. Fraser 
scrutinized these reports and sought further explanations from Wilton. 
For example, on 24 July 1970 Wilton replied to Fraser's question of 
whether the Australians had "too readily agreed to requests by Corps 
Military Region Commanders". Wilton said that "since May 1969 no 
units of 1 ATF have been deployed outside Phuoc Tuy Province except 
in relation to operations which took place outside the borders between 
Phuoc Tuy and contiguous provinces".23

Meanwhile, the Prime Minister had appointed Sir Arthur Tange as 
Secretary to replace Sir Henry Bland, who had resigned on 1 March 
because of his wife's illness. Aged 56, Tange was one of Australia's
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most formidable public servants with what Sir James Killen described 
as "a positively intimidating brusqueness of manner". After various 
appointments as a diplomat, in 1954, at the age of 40, he had become 
Secretary of the Department of External Affairs, a position he had held 
until 1965. He had been a member of the Defence Committee during 
the early days in Vietnam and had a close knowledge of strategic affairs 
although not military matters. From 1965 until 1970 he had been 
Australian High Commissioner in India and plans had been made for 
his appointment to Washington. At Fraser's request, Gorton had asked 
him to accept defence. A later Chief of the Defence Force Staff, General 
Sir Arthur MacDonald, found Tange to be "a man of remarkably strong 
character and a very high degree of ability, not to be underestimated in 
any respect at all". General Dunstan thought that while Tange did not 
necessarily have a quick mind it was very powerful and "when it homed 
in on a problem it really hit it hard".24

Both Fraser and Tange had strong views on the need for the 
Department of Defence to exert more authority and to take a lead in the 
formulation of strategic policy. Tange saw it as his duty to overcome 
"the relative inertia of the Department of Defence in the late 1960s 
which, under Bland, had at last begun to carry out some of its functions". 
Tange has observed that until then,

The Vietnam show was really run by Army and the Defence 
Department's attitude was to act as an adding machine for 
the three service budgets and the Defence Minister's job 
was to get them through a reluctant cabinet. As to 
directing, [the minister] had no power. All he had was 
Menzies' directive of 1958. When I dragged it out very few 
people could find it. Service departments preferred to 
forget it.

Fraser wanted to overthrow these attitudes and he "exerted his power 
far more than his predecessors including Fairhall". Soon, according to 
Tange who approved of this attitude, there were "injured feelings all 
over the place".2^

Fraser believed that his main opposition came from the Army. As 
Peacock’s biographers wrote: "The cold war between Fraser and 
Peacock existed - at least from the older man's side - almost from the 
moment Peacock entered the Ministry [as Minister for the Army], Fraser 
seemed to have caught a strong whiff of future competition in the wind". 
Fraser's dissatisfaction with Army hardened in August 1970 when he 
proposed the transfer of an Army Task Force to Western Australia.
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General Daly believed that the move was politically motivated and 
designed to gain favour in a state where the government had recently 
lost ground, and he vigorously opposed the idea in a meeting attended 
by the minister. The Chief of Naval Staff, Vice-Admiral Smith, who was 
present, believed that Daly’s approach was undiplomatic and that he 
should have defused the argument by promising the minister that he 
would study the idea. According to Fraser's biographer, Tange 
sympathized with Fraser but disagreed with the minister's handling of 
this incident and for weeks they "would not speak with each other, 
communicating only through memos and counter memos". Tange has 
strongly denied this interpretation. In fact he agreed with Daly's 
arguments if not with the slowness of the Army bureaucracy. Tange had 
many disagreements with Fraser but not over this incident; as Killen 
observed, Tange was the "one man who could reduce Fraser to 
respectful silence".2®

In the process Daly ruined any chance he might have had of 
succeeding Wilton when he retired on 22 November 1970. Peacock 
was anxious that Daly should be considered but Daly wrote to Peacock 
stating that he was not well; he had developed a heart complaint, and 
after five years as Chief of the General Staff dealing with Vietnam, 
Malaysia, National Service and various politicians, he needed a rest. 
Having reached the peak of his career as a professional soldier he did 
not relish the job of a "half-baked public servant' with no staff or 
executive authority. Peacock obtained permission to argue for Daly's 
appointment in Cabinet, but Fraser's view was decisive: "Tom's old and 
tired and in any case I have enough fights on my hands without having 
to fight Tom all the time". The recently retired Chief of the Air Staff, Sir 
Alister Murdoch, was also proposed, but after advocacy from the 
Minister for the Navy, Killen, the appointment went to the Chief of Naval 
Staff, Sir Victor Smith. Bland thought that Smith was "one of the nicest 
blokes I've ever dealt with in my life - very honest", but was not 
impressed with any of the contenders: "There were very few top brass 
who left an indelible impression on my mind". While the appointment 
was supposed to be on merit it was in any case the Navy's turn.27

Although these changes in Canberra appeared to have little effect 
on the war in Vietnam, events within a few months were to show the 
relationship between power politics and the distant war. Both politics 
and military command are concerned with exercising and maintaining 
authority; the two came together in an unique way in February and 
March 1971. But sandwiched between political and military command
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was the matter of determining defence policy, which is concerned not so 
much with authority but with ensuring that the most appropriate policies 
are developed.

It will be recalled that in December 1970 General Daly had 
advised General Fraser in Saigon that it would be unwise to undertake 
civic action commitments which could not be protected. Although 
General Fraser was not directly under Daly's command he was perhaps 
influenced by his suggestion, and in February 1971 he issued a 
directive outlining the options for the conduct of civic action during the 
expected reduction of the force during the following year. An Australian 
Broadcasting Commission journalist obtained a copy of this directive 
and filed a story on the run-down of civic action, while on 22 February 
the Canberra Times ran a story alleging that the government was 
concerned at the changes to civic action policy.

Already the Minister for Defence had become concerned by the 
first story and on 19 February Admiral Sir Victor Smith sent a "Flash" 
signal to Saigon seeking information on civic action. General Fraser 
was absent from Saigon observing Operation Lam Son 719 in Military 
Region 1, and in his absence the reply was prepared by his chief of 
staff, Colonel Salmon. Significantly, the deputy commander of AFV, the 
RAAF air commodore, did not wish to become involved. Salmon 
reported to Canberra that while there was some basis for the ABC story, 
it had been misconstrued and misinterpreted. But essentially, Salmon 
was playing for time until Fraser returned. When it became obvious that 
Fraser would not return in time, Salmon prepared a second signal to 
Canberra which he sent soon after he received a further request for 
information from Canberra. While Salmon was preparing another 
signal to reply to the second one from Canberra Fraser returned and 
Salmon asked him to add some words endorsing his earlier signals. 
Fraser felt that this endorsment was unnecessary as it might indicate a 
lack of confidence in his chief of staff. In any case, Fraser thought that 
they were dealing with a "48 hour wonder" - a "storm in a teacup". 
Fraser then went off to visit members of the Training Team in the Delta, 
leaving Salmon to deal with the next round of "Flash" signals. Perhaps 
Fraser failed to appreciate the political sensitivity of the matter, but after 
his discussions with Daly in December no doubt he felt that the situation 
was well understood in Canberra. One of the problems was that 
Canberra thought that Salmon’s second signal was a reply to their 
second signal while it was intended only to be a more informative reply 
to the first signal. Thus the idea developed at the Department of
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Defence that the army was withholding information. Probably the 
situation would never have arisen if Wilton had still been Chairman of 
the Chiefs of Staff Committee, but Admiral Smith was less familiar with 
the situation in Vietnam.2®

During the following week the Minister for Defence appeared to 
defuse the issue, but an article by Alan Ramsey in the Sunday 
Australian on 28 February accused the Army of failing to keep the 
Department of Defence informed and of mismanagement in a range of 
other matters. With the Minister for the Army, Peacock, in hospital in 
Melbourne about to undergo an operation, Daly was in a difficult 
situation, and after discussions with the Secretary of the Department of 
the Army, Bruce White, he decided to take the unusual step of inviting 
two journalists to visit him later that day. Before he could meet the 
journalists, however, the Prime Minister, Gorton , asked him to call on 
him. When they met at about 4 pm, Gorton indicated his concern that a 
senior person in Defence had given to a number of journalists briefings 
which were critical of both the Army and Daly. After explaining what 
had happened with civic action, Daly added that in his "experience 
there was usually a political motive behind such a campaign", noting 
that "it would not be the first time that one of the Services had been 
attacked through the Press as a means of discrediting the Government 
or one of its Ministers". Daly wrote later:

I had in mind, although I did not mention this to the Prime 
Minister, that there had been a degree of ill feeling 
between Malcolm Fraser and Andrew Peacock during the 
previous month and Fraser had, on at least one occasion, 
spoken to him in a somewhat intemperate manner. It had 
occurred to me that he might see Peacock as a future rival 
for party leadership and that attacks on the Army might be 
designed to undermine his credibility. I did not voice these 
thoughts to the Prime Minister since I did not wish to say 
anything which could be interpreted as being critical of a 
Minister who was, to all intents, my superior officer. In any 
case I had no real evidence to support my suspicions 
although some items in Ramsey's catalogue of the Army's 
misdeeds had a familiar ring to them.29

On the following day, Tuesday 1 March, an article appeared in the 
Sydney Daily Telegraph alleging that Mr Fraser had ordered the Joint 
Intelligence Organization to report on Army operations in Vietnam and 
offering further criticism of the Army. Daly's refutation of the Sunday
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article which appeared that morning received less attention. 
Nonetheless at the Chiefs of Staff Committee meeting during the 
morning Fraser indicated his displeasure at Daly's approach to the 
press. Daly said nothing, but the Chief of the Air Staff, Sir Colin 
Hannah, inquired of the minister, "and what is the Army supposed to say 
when it is kicked? Roll over on its back like a puppy and say 'tickle my 
tummy?" Already that day Fraser had issued a statement denying the 
involvement of the Joint Intelligence Organization.3^

Wednesday 3 March brought another article criticizing the Army, 
this time from Peter Samuel in the Bulletin. Daly strongly pressed 
Fraser to issue a further press release refuting the Bulletin 's  
allegations, and the subsequent press release, which Daly helped draft, 
indicated that the Army in Vietnam was operating in accordance with 
government policy.31

But if Daly thought that the matter was over, his expectations were 
shattered the next morning with an article by Alan Ramsey in the 
Australian claiming that in his discussion with Gorton, Daly had 
accused Fraser of disloyalty to Peacock. That morning Daly met with 
Gorton who promptly issued a statement denying the allegations. Now 
the incident moved firmly from a departmental matter to one concerning 
Fraser and Gorton. Ramsey had earlier given Gorton the opportunity of 
commenting on the article before publication, and Gorton's failure to 
comment on Ramsey's article was described in another article on Friday 
5 March. Fraser accused Gorton of disloyalty to him as Minister for 
Defence and on Monday 8 March resigned as minister. Fraser 
explained his reasons in the House of Representatives on 9 March and 
at a Liberal Party meeting on 10 March Gorton, on his own casting vote, 
was defeated as Prime Minister. He was succeeded by William 
McMahon and Gorton took Fraser's job as Minister for Defence.32

Tange was not closely involved in the matter but saw it as the 
outcome of Fraser's legitimate efforts to exert his authority as Defence 
Minister over a service department which was used to operating with 
little reference to the Department of Defence. On one hand was the 
"inherited attitude of servicemen to politicians" and on the other hand 
was a politician who sought to exert his power "to implement what he 
regarded validly as a matter of high policy . . . Chuck into that a touch of 
a degree of vanity and a touch of abrasiveness, and a suspicion of 
whether truth was or was not being told and you get a witch's brew that 
was poisonous".33
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One senior Army public servant thought that the Army had to bear 
some responsibility for the events in that General Fraser in Saigon had 
not given consideration to the political ramifications. Furthermore, he 
did not believe that Malcolm Fraser was trying to embarass Peacock.34

These events had little impact on the conduct of the war in 
Vietnam, but they indicate in a dramatic way the pressures likely to be 
faced by service leaders in Canberra. Admiral McNicoll thought that 
Daly had become too emotional in arguing the Army's case. The 
Chairman of the Chiefs of Staff Committee, Admiral Sir Victor Smith, 
agreed that Daly had a tendency to take criticism of the Army personally, 
but Daly believed that it was important for morale to protect soldiers, 
many working in adverse circumstances, from unfounded attacks in the 
press. Smith claimed that the fact that he had to send "Flash" signals to 
Saigon indicated that the Army was loath to provide information on 
operations in Vietnam. Since COMAFV was responsible directly to the 
Chiefs of Staff that was the correct procedure anyway.35

In view of Fraser's claims that the Army was not keeping him 
informed, it is ironic that soon after General Dunstan arrived as 
COMAFV in March 1971 he was reprimanded by Admiral Smith for 
sending to Army Headquarters copies of his signal to the chairman 
notifying him of changes to the deployment of the Training Team. This 
action struck Dunstan "as being rather odd as it was an Army unit that I 
was dealing with and I believed that the CGS had every right to know 
what my intentions were". Later when Dunstan visited Australia to 
discuss withdrawal plans with the Military Board, he found that much 
information relevant to the Army that he had passed back to defence 
had not been forwarded to the Army.36

The events of the Vietnam war revealed substantial weaknesses 
in the higher command machinery. More research, however, is needed 
into the decision-making process in Canberra, particularly into the 
relationship between the military chiefs, other government bodies such 
as the Department of External Affairs and the political leaders. 
Commenting upon American command problems in the Vietnam War an 
American general wrote:

A JCS [Joint Chiefs of Staff] overshadowed at the seat of 
government, reduced to the housekeeping chores of the air 
war and frozen out of ground war operations was not able 
to perform the expected wartime role of the senior military 
agency in Washington. As a consequence, we fought our 
longest and surely most complex war without a strong
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central military authority or an effective and integrated 
military chain of command all the way from the President 
through the JCS to the unified commands and the 
operational forces. Furthermore there was not an agreed 
and well considered national strategy upon which sound 
operational planning could be based. ^

Consideration is need as to how much the weaknesses in Canberra 
mirrored those found in Washington?

In Australia the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee lacked the 
staff and authority to exercise his responsibilities. Fortunately General 
Wilton had a close understanding of the problems faced by the Army in 
Vietnam. Clear of mind, cool, reserved and determined, he was anxious 
to minimize the possibility of having Australian forces too deeply 
embroiled in the fighting. General Sir Arthur MacDonald thought that he 
had the best brain of all the Army's generals of the era, but that he 
worked in a "stratospheric atmosphere of his own crea tion ".W ilton 's  
ability could not completely compensate for faulty machinery, and the 
ill-advised decision over the location of the Jungle Warfare Training 
Centre shows that weakness. Furthermore, Wilton failed to present the 
government with a range of options for achieving the maximum value 
from Australia's military commitment. His approach was cautious, 
conservative, perhaps even timid. While Malcolm Fraser's actions in 
February and March 1971 might have had some political motive, 
essentially they were facilitated and perhaps triggered by Defence's 
lack of control over operations in Vietnam. As with other areas of 
Australian social and political life, the Vietnam war left a lasting 
impression on the shape of Australia's military forces, and not the least 
of these was to be on command structures as was to be shown by the 
changes in the following years.

NOTES

1. Command post: A unit's or sub unit's headquarters where the 
commander and the staff perform their activities. In combat, a 
unit's or sub unit's headquarters is often divided into echelons; the 
echelon in which the unit or sub unit commander is located or from 
which he operates is called a command post. NATO Glossary of
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APPENDIX A
DIRECTIVE

BY
THE CHIEFS OF STAFF COMMITTEE

IQ
COMMANDER. AUSTRALIAN FORCE VIETNAM 

APPENDIX: Major Units - Australian Force Vietnam

Introduction

1. At the request of the Government of the Republic of Vietnam 
and in consultation with the Government of the United States of 
America, the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia has agreed 
to provide military assistance to the Government of the Republic of 
Vietnam to defeat Communist inspired insurgency and aggression in 
order to restore peace and security.

Title

2. Your appointment is Commander, Australian Force Vietnam 
(COMAFV). The Commander, Royal Australian Air Force Component 
(COMRAAFV) will be your deputy.

Composition

3. Your force will be known as Australian Force Vietnam (AFV), 
the major units of which are shown at Appendix. In addition New 
Zealand and other allied units may be allocated to your force.

Command

4. You will be responsible to and under the operational control of 
the Commander, United States Military Assistance Command Vietnam 
(COMUSMACV).

5. Subject to the provisions of this Directive, you are to exercise 
over-all command of units and personnel of the RAN, Australian Army 
and RAAF assigned to your force for duty in the Republic of Vietnam; in
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the case of RAAF units this command will be exercised through the 
Commander RAAF Component.

6. You are to place No. 9 Squadron (Iroquois) under the 
operational control of the Commander Australian Task Force. You are 
to place No. 2 Squadron (Canberra) and No. 35 Squadron (Caribou) 
under the operational control of the appropriate USAF commander, 
initially the Commander 7th Air Force. You are to place RAN Clearance 
Diving Team (CDT3) under the operational control of the appropriate 
USN Commander, initially COMNAVFORV.

7. You are to assume such command responsibilities as are 
delegated to you in the New Zealand national directives in relation to 
New Zealand Forces.

8. You are to arrange with COMUSMACV for the operational 
control of other units or detachments as necessary.

10. In addition to your appointment as COMAFV you will be the 
Commander Army Component. You are to administer the Army 
Component in accordance with a separate directive and instructions 
issued by the Chief of the General Staff. For non-operational 
single-Service matters, as Commander Army Component you may 
communicate directly with Army Headquarters Canberra.

11. Separate directives and instructions will be issued to the 
Officer in Charge of the RAN Component and the Commander RAAF 
Component by the Chiefs of the Naval and Air Staffs respectively. 
Copies of these directives and instructions will be made available to 
you. The Officer in Charge of the Naval Component and the 
Commander RAAF Component may, on non-operational single-Service 
matters, communicate directly with the Departments of Navy and Air 
Canberra respectively. The Officer in Charge of the Naval Component 
is available to provide you with advice on Naval matters.

Location

12. You are to ensure that:
a. all elements of the Australian Force Vietnam are 

stationed in South Vietnam and operate within its 
borders; and
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b. personnel under your command do not violate the 
territory of countries bordering South Vietnam.

13. The initial location of the Australian Task Force will be in the 
Ba Ria area, Phuoc Tuy Province. The initial location of the Army 
Logistic Support Group will be in the Vung Tau area.

14. The RAAF Caribou and Iroquois Squadrons and the Base 
Support Flight will be based at Vung Tau. The Canberra Squadron will 
be based at Phan Rang.

Responsibilities

15. You are responsible for the safety and well-being of your force, 
and are to ensure that it is employed in accordance with the provisions 
of this Directive. Should you be allotted a task which, in your opinion, is 
contrary to the provisions of this Directive, endangers the national 
interests of Australia, or is likely to imperil unduly units of your command 
or any part of it, you are to report the situation at once to the Chairman, 
Chiefs of Staff Committee, with copies to the Australian Ambassador to 
the Republic of Vietnam and to each of the Chiefs of Staff, having first 
informed COMUSMACV of your intention and the reasons for doing so.

16. You are to decide the location in the Republic of Vietnam of 
members or groups of the AATTV in accordance with this Directive and 
after consultation with the appropriate United States and Vietnamese 
authorities. You are to make every effort to employ as many members of 
the AATTV as possible in Phuoc Tuy Province. You are to consult with 
the Australian Ambassador to the Republic of Vietnam on any political 
implications of matters arising from the location of the AATTV.

17. You are to issue appropriate instructions to your subordinate 
commanders to ensure that they are aware of the approved tasks upon 
which they may be employed and of the restrictions on the use of 
Australian personnel.

18. You are to effect liaison on matters concerning your force 
between the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee and COMUSMACV.
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19. You are to effect in-theatre co-ordination on non-operational 
matters for all administrative and logistic aspects, including 
arrangements with COMUSMACV, for your force as a whole.

Employment

20. The general mission of the Australian Force Vietnam will be to 
carry out operations in co-ordination with and in support of operations of 
the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) and the United States 
forces. It has been agreed with COMUSMACV that the units under your 
command may be assigned to any of the following tasks:

a. Australian Task Force

(1) To secure and dominate the assigned Tactical Area 
of Responsibility in the Phuoc Tuy Province.

(2) To conduct operations related to the security of 
Flighway 15, as required.

(3) To conduct other operations in Phuoc Tuy Province 
as required.

(4) To conduct operations anywhere in the Army of the 
Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) III Corps Tactical Zone 
(CTZ) and subsequently in the area of the adjacent 
province of Binh Thuan in the ARVN II CTZ as 
agreed between yourself and COMUSMACV.

b. Australian Army Advisory Training Team Vietnam

(1) To provide advisers to the Republic of Vietnam 
Armed Forces and para-military units and sub-units 
in the field.

(2) To provide individuals for integration as advisers or 
instructors in Special Force Teams.

(3) To assist in the training of the ground forces of the 
Republic of Vietnam.
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Suitably qualified personnel may be employed as 
necessary in the airborne role, including parachuting, in 
carrying out the above tasks.

c. Roval Australian Air Force Component

(1) No. 9 Squadron - under the operational control of 
COMATF to provide SRT support to the Australian 
Task Force.

(2) No. 35 Squadron - under the operational control of 
Commander 7th Air Force USAF to provide, to the 
extent operationally feasible, SRT support to the 
Australian Task Force. Effort available beyond this 
task will be employed in support of over-all air 
transport support operations in the Republic of 
Vietnam.

(3) No. 2 Squadron - under the operational control of 
Commander 7th Air Force USAF to provide, to the 
extent operationally feasible, offensive air support 
to the Australian Task Force. Effort available 
beyond this task will be employed in support of 
over-all air operations in the Republic of Vietnam.

d. Roval Australian Navv Component

Clearance Diving Team 3 will be attached to the USN 
Explosives Ordnance Disposal Team at Nha Be and is 
available for assignment within the Republic of Vietnam as 
required by COM NAVFORV.

New Zealand Forces

21. You will be guided in your relationship with the Commander 
New Zealand "V" Force, and in the employment of New Zealand forces 
allocated to your force, by the provisions of the national directives 
issued to the Commander New Zealand "V" Force and his subordinate 
commanders. Copies of these directives, which have been prepared in 
consultation with Australia, will be issued to you separately.
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Civic Action

22. Subject to operational commitments, you are to implement a 
civic action programme complementary to the military operations of your 
force in accordance with instructions issued separately by Army 
Headquarters Canberra.

Mutual Support

23. You are to make arrangements with COMUSMACV, subject to 
the restrictions in paragraph 25, for the employment anywhere in the 
Republic of Vietnam, for military operations in support of the ARVN and 
United States Forces, of the Australian Field Regiment and the RAAF 
Canberra and Caribou Squadrons when they are not employed in 
support of the Australian Task Force.

24. COMUSMACV has agreed to provide such additional combat 
support as may be required for the operations of the Australian Task 
Force (such as Army aviation, artillery, air transport and close air 
support) within the availability of his resources.

Restrictions

25. You are to ensure that in the employment of your force the 
following restrictions are adhered to:

a. No element of the Australian Force Vietnam may 
become involved in any incident along the Cambodian 
border.

b. Personnel of the Force may not be used in aid of the 
civil power in civil disturbances without the prior 
consent of the Australian Government. You are to seek 
such consent through the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff 
Committee.

c. Should civil disturbance occur, all personnel are to 
take appropriate measures to safeguard themselves 
and dependants and to safeguard government property 
entrusted to their care, irrespective of the government 
of origin.
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d. Subject to operational commitments you may permit 
personnel of the Force to provide assistance to civil 
authorities in the event of flood or other natural 
disasters, if requested by the Government of the 
Republic of Vietnam. You are to advise the Chairman, 
Chiefs of Staff Committee with copies to the Australian 
Ambassador to the Republic of Vietnam and to each of 
the Chiefs of Staff, of all such assistance requested or 
given. Agreement to provide such assistance does not 
over-ride the reservations on aid to the civil power in 
civil disturbances such as looting and rioting which 
could be concomitant of a natural disaster.

e. You are not to permit employment of any element of the 
Force outside ARVN III Corps Tactical Zone other than 
where specified in paragraphs 20 and 23 above 
without the prior consent of the Australian Government 
which you are to seek through the Chairman, Chiefs of 
Staff Committee.

f. Members of the RAN Clearance Diving Team (CDT) 
may be employed on EOD (Explosive Ordinance 
Disposal) duties in SEAL* [* Sea, air, land clandestine 
operations] type operations when the task is one for 
which, by virtue of their training and experience, they 
are fully suited. The CDT is not to take part in any 
operations along the Cambodian border.

Administration and Logistics

26. Logistic Support

a. COMUSMACV has agreed to provide support for the 
Australian Force Vietnam in accordance with the 
Logistical and Administrative Supplement to the 
Military Working Arrangement between the Chairman 
Chiefs of Staff Committee 30th November, 1967, and 
with the Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Commander 7th Air Force and Deputy Chief of Air Staff 
RAAF dated 5th January, 1967. (Issued separately.)
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b. Re-supply of items of Australian origin or of items not 
readily available from United States sources will be in 
accordance with appropriate instructions issued by 
Army Headquarters and the Departments of Navy and 
Air.

c. Special or additional equipment which you and 
COMUSMACV deem necessary to accomplish 
assigned missions will be provided by COMUSMACV 
on a temporary or permanent basis depending on the 
operational situation.

27. Financial Arrangements. Financial arrangements for 
reimbursement to the United States for logistic support will be in 
accordance with the Financial Working Arrangement (issued 
separately) and any further agreements reached.

28. C laim s. Delegations have been approved to enable 
Commission to investigate and settle claims by residents of South 
Vietnam for civil damages against members of the Australian Force 
Vietnam. The claims to be covered will be those arising from acts or 
omissions of members of the Force which are negligent, wrongful or 
otherwise involve fault, whether or not the acts or omissions were 
committed within the scope of the members' employment. Detailed 
procedures will be issued separately. The following Commissions will 
be constituted to settle claims:-

a. Three Man Commission. This commission will consist 
of yourself, your Financial Adviser and DADLS. It will 
be competent to deal with claims not exceeding $Aust 
3,000.

b. One Man Commission. A one man commission 
consisting of DADLS will be competent to deal with 
claims not exceeding $Aust 900, with the concurrence 
of the Financial Adviser.
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29. Discipline

a. A Joint Order will be issued separately giving mutual 
powers of command and discipline, except powers of 
punishment, between RAN, Army and RAAF personnel.

b. Disciplinary powers will be included in individual 
Service instructions issued separately.

30. Foreign Awards. Policy regarding foreign awards will be 
notified separately.

Communications

31. Internal communications will be in accordance with the 
Communications Supplement to the Military Working Arrangement, 
issued separately.

Reports

32. You are to submit special reports to the Chairman, Chiefs of 
Staff Committee, with a copy to each of the Chiefs of Staff, by 
IMMEDIATE signal, on the following:

a. committal of the Australian Task Force or any individual 
unit of it to a major operation under paragraphs 20 and 
23 above; or

b. any operation or incident of a significant or unusual 
nature, particularly if there are numerous casualties.

33. You are to forward to the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee 
and each of the Chiefs of Staff at monthly intervals a report summarising 
the employment, operations and the state of your force.

34. You are to forward operational situation reports by signal to the 
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee, with copies to each of the Chiefs 
of Staff, as required.
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35. You are to provide copies of reports to the Australian 
Ambassador to the Republic of Vietnam and to COMUSMACV.

Security Clearances

36. You are to provide COMUSMACV with the following 
assurances which will apply to all United States classified military 
information you may receive:

a. The information will be used for military purposes only.

b. The information will be given the same degree of 
security protection afforded to it by the United States.

c. Individual recipients of the information will have been 
appropriately cleared for access to information of the 
security classification involved.

d. The information will not be released to third nations 
without the express approval of COMUSMACV except 
for documents stamped or marked "Releasable to RVN 
and Free World Military Assistance Forces, Vietnam 
(FWMAFV)".

Relationship with the Australian Ambassador

37. The Australian Ambassador to the Republic of Vietnam is 
accredited by the Queen to the Chief of State of the Republic of 
Vietnam. He is the chief representative of the Australian Government 
and within the Republic of Vietnam has overall responsibility for 
relations between the two countries. He will not issue orders in relation 
to the operation or administration of the Australian Force Vietnam, but 
you are to keep him fully informed of the Force's activities and consult 
with him on any matters likely to have political implications or to affect 
Australia's relations with the Republic of Vietnam, or any other country.

Public Relations

38. Separate instructions will be issued to you on public relations 
policy and procedures.
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Relationship with Commander Australian Army Force FARELF and 
Officer Commanding RAAF Butterworth

39. You may deal direct with Commander Australian Army Force 
FARELF and Officer Commanding RAAF Butterworth on matters of 
common interest.

Agreements

40. You are to comply with the following agreements which will be 
issued to you separately and such others which may be drawn up from 
time to time:

a. Military Working Arrangement between the Chairman, 
Chiefs of Staff Committee and Commander United 
States Military Assistance Command Vietnam, dated 
30th November, 1967;

b. Logistical and Administrative Supplement to the 
Military Working Arrangement dated 30th November, 
1967;

c. Communications Supplement to the Military Working 
Arrangement dated 30th November, 1967;

d. Financial Working Arrangement;

e. Memorandum of Understanding between Commander 
7th Air Force (USAF) and Deputy Chief of Air Staff 
RAAF dated 5th January, 1967; and

f. Memorandum of Understanding between Commanding 
General, United States Army Vietnam and Chief of 
Naval Staff, Royal Australian Navy dated 9th 
November, 1967.
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41. This Directive supersedes the one issued to you on 6th March, 
1967.

(J.G.N. WILTON)
General

CHAIRMAN, CHIEFS OF STAFF COMMITTEE 
20th January 1969

APPENDIX

MAJOR UNITS- AUSTRALIAN FORCE VIETNAM

This listing does not include small elements and sub-units. The 
unit numbers quoted are those applicable at the date of issue of this 
Directive.

Headquarters and Headquarters Units

Headquarters Australian Force Vietnam which includes:

a. Headquarters Army Component, and

b. Headquarters RAAF Component 

110 Signal Squadron

Australian Task Force

Headquarters 1 Australian Task Force 
A Squadron 3 Cavalry Regiment 
C Squadron 1 Armoured Regiment 
12 Field Regiment RAA (less one battery)
1 Field Squadron RAE 
104 Signal Squadron
1 Battalion Royal Australian Regiment 
4 Battalion Royal Australian Regiment 
9 Battalion Royal Australian Regiment
2 Special Air Service Squadron
161 (Independent) Reconnaissance Flight
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5 Company Royal Australian Army Service Corps
8 Field Ambulance
1 Ordnance Field Park 
106 Field Workshop RAEME
9 Squadron RAAF (Iroquois) (for operational control) 

1 Australian Civil Affairs Unit
Logistical Support Group

Headquarters 1 Australian Logistic Support Group
17 Construction Squadron RAE
26 Company Royal Australian Army Service Corps
1 Australian Field Hospital
2 Advanced Ordnance Depot 
102 Field Workshop RAEME 
Australian Force Vietnam Provost Unit
Australian Force Vietnam Amenities and Welfare Unit 

Australian Army Training Team Vietnam 
Roval Australian Naw Component

RAN Clearance Diving Team (CDT3)
RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam 

Roval Australian Air Force Component 
No. 9 Squadron (Iroquois)
No. 35 Squadron (Caribou)
No. 2 Squadron (Canberra)
No. 1 Operational Support Unit
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565/1/2

APPENDIX B

17th February, 1967

Commander
Royal Australian Air Force Component 
Headquarters Australian Force 
VIETNAM

DIRECTIVE TO THE COMMANDER 
ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE COMPONENT VIETNAM

Appointment

1. You are appointed Commander Royal Australian Air Force 
Component VIETNAM (COMRAAFV), and Deputy Commander 
Australian Force VIETNAM.

2. This Directive, as amplified by Department of Air Organization 
Directive 11/66, defines your responsibilities and will remain in 
force until further notice. It should be read in conjunction with 
the Directive to the Commander Australian Force VIETNAM 
issued by the Chiefs of Staff Committee.

Area of Responsibility

3. (a) The Malaysian Government has agreed to the continued
use of BUTTERWORTH for the maintenance of the 
Canberras of No 2 Squadron in SOUTH VIETNAM. You 
may, therefore, authorize flights by Canberra aircraft as 
required to meet their maintenance cycles.

(b) Should an urgent necessity arise, you may authorize 
other flights by RAAF aircraft between SOUTH VIETNAM
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and RAAF BUTTERWORTH, subject to COMUSMACV 
agreeing to release the aircraft from its operational task 
for the flight in question.

(c) Adequate notice of all flights is to be given to OC RAAF 
BUTTERWORTH in order that he may advise the 
Australian High Commissioner.

4. Excluding flights, SOUTH VIETNAM/BUTTERWORTH, the 
activities of aircraft under your command are to be confined within the 
territorial borders of SOUTH VIETNAM, its territorial waters and the high 
seas adjacent to those waters. You are to establish safeguards to 
ensure that your aircraft and personnel do not violate the territory, 
territorial waters or airspace of countries bordering SOUTH VIETNAM.

Command and Control

5. RAAF units and elements assigned to the Australian Force 
VIETNAM are under the overall command of the Commander, 
Australian Force VIETNAM (COMAFV). This command will be exercised 
through you. You are to exercise full command over all RAAF units, 
elements and personnel so assigned. The Deputy Commander RAAF 
Component VIETNAM (D/COMRAAFV) will also be Task Force Air 
Commander (TFAC) and OC RAAF Contingent VUNG TAU.

6. The Commander Australian Task Force (COMATF) has 
operational control over RAAF units assigned to the Task Force and this 
control will be exercised through the TFAC.

7. No 2 Squadron (Canberra) and No 35 Squadron (Caribou) will 
be placed by COMAFV under the operational control of 7th Air Force 
(USAF).

Responsibilities

8. You are under the overall command of COMAFV.

9. You are responsible to me for the operational efficiency of the 
RAAF units and elements under your command. You are to keep me, as 
well as COMAFV, fully informed of the operational status and 
effectiveness of the RAAF in VIETNAM.
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11. You are to assume operational control of RAAF MRT and SRT 
aircraft operating into the theatre from outside bases, and co-ordinate 
their activities while in your area of responsibility to ensure their rapid 
and effective movement. You are to ensure the effective organization of 
in-country air terminal facilities required to support the air lift from 
AUSTRALIA to SOUTH VIETNAM. The most efficient handling of the 
arrival and departure of personnel (including aeromedical evacuees) 
and freight by both Service and civil aircraft is essential. You are 
authorized to communicate direct with AOC BUTTERWORTH and 
Headquarters Operational Command, as necessary, on these and 
associated matters.

12. You are to maintain close liaison with Commander 7th Air Force 
USAF.

13. You are responsible to the Air Board for the local 
administration of all RAAF units and elements in your area.

14. You are responsible for the discipline, conduct and well-being of 
all RAAF personnel under your command. You are to ensure that 
personnel maintain the highest standard in their relations with the 
civilian population and with all other Australian and Allied Services in 
VIETNAM.

15. The previous Directive issued under cover of Department of Air 
memorandum of 11th May, 1966, is cancelled by this Directive.

(A.M. MURDOCH) 
Air Marshal 

Chief of the Air Staff

Distribution Copy No

Commander RAAF Force Component Vietnam
DCAS
AMP

2
3
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AMSE 4
AMTS 5
SDA 6
F ile s -565-1 -2 7

566-2-301 8
HQOPCOM 9
HQSUPCOM 10
Defence 11-40
Army 41-43
Navy 44-46
Spares (D Org) 47-66
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APPENDIX C
MILITARY WORKING ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN 

Commander, United States Military 
Assistance Command Vietnam 

and
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee Australia 

dated
30 November 1967

Pursuant to the authority granted by their respective governments, the 
Commander, United States Military Assistance Command Vietnam 
(COMUSMACV) and the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee Australia 
enter into the following working arrangements:

1. GENERAL:

a. In response to a request from the Republic of Vietnam 
(RVN), the Government of Australia has provided military forces to assist 
the Republic of Vietnam to defeat Communist-inspired insurgency and 
aggression in order to restore peace and security. The force consists of 
a Headquarters, a Royal Australian Navy (RAN) Component, an 
Australian Army Component, and a Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF) 
Component, and is known as Australian Force Vietnam (AFV).

b. The RAN Component consists of a Clearance Diving Team 
(CDT3) and a RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam (RANHFV).

c. The Australian Army Component consists of an Australian 
Task Force (1ATF), an Australian Logistic Support Group (1ALSG), and 
an Australian Army Training Team Vietnam (AATTV) and any other 
training element which may be assigned.

d. The RAAF Component consists of No 2 Canberra 
Squadron RAAF, No 9 Iroquois Squadron RAAF, and No 85 Caribou 
Squadron RAAF.

e. The general mission of the Australian Force Vietnam is to 
carry out operations in coordination with and in support of operations of 
the Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces (RVNAF) and United States 
Forces.
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2. COMMAND RELATIONSHIPS:

a. The command of all units and personnel of the Australian 
Force Vietnam is vested in an Australian officer, nominated as 
Commander, Australian Force Vietnam (COMAFV). COMAFV is to be 
responsive to, and under the operational control of COMUSMACV.

b. The Australian Task Force is placed under the 
operational control of the United States II Field Force Commander.

c. No 9 Squadron RAAF is placed under the operational 
control of the Commander, Australian Task Force.

d. No 2 Squadron RAAF and No 85 Squadron RAAF are 
placed under the operational control of the Commander, United States 
Seventh Air Force.

e. The RAN Clearance Diving Team (CDT3) is placed 
under the operational control of the appropriate United States Navy 
Commander, initially COMNAVFORV.

f. The RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam (RANHFV) is 
attached to a United States Army Assault Helicopter Company, initially 
the 135th Assault Helicopter Company.

g. Control of other Australian units or detachments will be 
as agreed between COMAFV and COMUSMACV.

3. TASKS:

a. The Australian Task Force is located in the Ba Ria area, 
Phuoc Tuy Province, and can be assigned any of the following tasks by 
the United States II Field Force Commander:

(1) To secure and dominate the assigned Tactical Area 
of Responsibility (TAOR) in Phuoc Tuy Province.

(2) To conduct other operations in Phuoc Tuy Province,
as required.

(3) As agreed by COMAFV and COMUSMACV to
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conduct operations anywhere in the ARVN III Corps Tactical Zone (CTZ) 
outside and in the area of the adjacent province of Binh Thuan in the 
ARVN II CTZ.

b. The Australian Army Training Team Vietnam (AATTV) 
may be employed anywhere in RVN but will be located where possible 
in Phuoc Tuy Province. The Team can be assigned any of the following 
tasks:

(1) To provide advisors to the Republic of Vietnam 
Armed Forces and para-military units and sub-units in the field.

(2) To provide individuals for integration as advisors or 
instructors in Special Forces teams.

(3) To assist in the training of the ground forces of the 
Republic of Vietnam.

c. No 2 Squadron RAAF is located at Phan Rang AB Ninh 
Thuan Province, RVN to provide a contribution to the allied air 
operations within the Republic of Vietnam and can be assigned the 
following tasks by Commander, United States Seventh Air Force: 
Combat operations within the Republic of Vietnam in the form of direct 
air support, close air support, visual and armed reconnaissance, night 
operations, ground controlled radar bombing, and other missions as are 
within the capability of No 2 Squadron RAAF.

d. No 9 Squadron RAAF provides rotary wing tactical air 
transport support to the Australian Task Force and is located at Vung 
Tau.

e. No 85 Squadron RAAF is located at Vung Tau to provide 
a fixed wing tactical air transport contribution to allied air operations in 
the Republic of Vietnam.

f. The RAN Clearance Diving Team (CDT3) is located at 
Vung Tau and is available for assignments within the Republic of 
Vietnam as required by COMNAVFORV subject to the restriction in 
paragraph 5.

g. The RAN Helicopter Flight Vietnam (RANHFV) is
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attached to a United States Army Assault Helicopter company. 
Members of the flight are integrated into the company and are to 
perform duties for which they are qualified as directed by the Company 
Commanding Officer.

4. MUTUAL SUPPORT:

a. United States Forces:

(1) COMUSMACV will provide additional combat 
support as may be required for the operations of the Australian Task 
Force (such as Army aviation, artillery, air transport and close air 
support) within the availability of his resources.

(2) A United States Army helicopter company, currently 
nominated to be the 135th Assault Helicopter Company, will normally 
provide support to the Australian Task Force. When not employed in 
support of the Task Force, or if other operations dictate, the company 
may be used anywhere in the Republic of Vietnam. In these 
circumstances, should the helicopter requirements of the Task Force 
exceed its organic capability, the United States II Field Force 
Commander will make every effort to provide for the additional 
requirement from his own or other MACV resources.

b. Australian Forces:

(1) When not employed in support of the Australian 
Task Force, elements of the field artillery regiment may be used 
anywhere in the Republic of Vietnam for military operations in support of 
RVNAF and United States Forces as may be agreed between COMAFV 
and COMUSMACV subject to the restriction in paragraph 5.

(2) To the extent operationally feasible, No 2 Squadron 
RAAF will be employed in support of the Australian Task Force. When 
not employed in this manner, No 2 Squadron RAAF will be employed in 
support of overall air operations in the Republic of Vietnam.

(3) No 35 Squadron RAAF will operate in the Seventh 
Air Force air transport pool. However, priority of use of No 35 Squadron 
resources will be made available to the Australian Task Force to the 
maximum extent practicable.
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5. RESTRICTIONS:

a. It is agreed that provisions will be made to insure that 
Australian Forces do not become involved in any incident along the 
Cambodian border, and in particular, that No 2 Squadron RAAF will not 
be allotted targets which may involve any danger of violation of the 
Cambodian border.

b. Members of the RAN Clearance Diving Team (CDT) may 
be employed on explosive ordnance disposal (EOD) duties in SEAL 
type operations when the task is one for which, by virtue of their training 
and experience, they are fully suited. The CDT is not to take part in any 
operations along the Cambodian border.

c. Australian aircraft will be operated in accordance with 
current directives for tactical air control for United States and other Free 
World forces promulgated by the Commander, United States Seventh 
Air Force and Government of Vietnam directives for air traffic control 
promulgated by the Director of Civil Aviation.

6. LOGISTICAL SUPPORT:

a. COMUSMACV will be responsible to provide logistical 
and administrative support on the same basis as that normally provided 
similar United States forces. The provision and maintenance of items 
unique to Australian forces will be the responsibility of COMAFV. The 
Australian units will arrive in RVN equipped in accordance with 
Australian scales (Tables of Organization and Equipment) and with an 
appropriate maintenance scaling (Prescribed Load List).

b. Special or additional equipment which COMAFV and 
COMUSMACV deem necessary to accomplish assigned missions will 
be provided by COMUSMACV on a temporary or permanent basis 
depending on the operational situation.

c. Details of logistical, administrative, and communications 
support are contained in supplements of this working arrangement. 
Financial matters are covered in a separate arrangement.
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7. This arrangement entered into this day by duly authorized 
officers, constitutes a general Military Working Arrangement between 
Commander, United States Military Assistance Command Vietnam and 
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee Australia. Either party may request 
renegotiation of all or any part of this Arrangement. This Military Working 
Arrangement supersedes the Military Working Arrangement dated 17 
March 1966, and supplements thereto, between Chief of the General 
Staff Australian Army and COMUSMACV.

This arrangement is signed on 30 November 1967.

W.C.WESTMORELAND 
General, United States Army 
Commander, United States 
Assistance Command 
Vietnam

D. VINCENT 
Major General
Commander, Australian Military 
Force Vietnam for 
Chairman, Chiefs of 
Staff Committee Australia
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APPENDIX D
FINANCIAL WORKING ARRANGEMENT 

UNITED STATES MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND, VIETNAM
(USMACV)

AUSTRALIAN FORCE VIETNAM (AFV)

Section 1 - GENERAL

Article 1 - Background

The United States/Australian Working Arrangements currently in 
existence were pursued initially as a diplomatic matter and agreements 
dating from 27 July 1962 have been predicated on initial concepts and 
principles formulated at the national level. The concepts and principles 
likewise form the basis for this arrangement and any supplemental 
arrangements resulting therefrom.

Article II - Relationships to Previous Financial Working Arrangements

This Financial Working Arrangement supersedes all previous 
Financial Working Arrangements between USMACV and AFV.

Article III - Structure of Financial Working Arrangement

The Financial Working Arrangement is presented in 
Sections and Articles. At the out-set it is recognized that reimbursement 
factors as described and established herein cannot be applied with 
equity to the total Australian Force in Vietnam due to distinctive service 
component requirements and geographical assignments. Accordingly 
separate sections in Annex A deal with the various groups comprising 
the Australian Force Vietnam.

Article IV - Reimbursement Factors

Two distinct reimbursement procedures have been 
established. For those costs associated with direct issue 
non-expendable line items (actuals) reimbursement is calculated on the 
basis of the standard U.S. cost of the item, increased 20 percent for 
accessorial charges. For those costs associated with all other 
reimbursable support provided by the U.S., a system of functional cost 
factors (Capitation) is utilized. These procedures are sustained and
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augmented in this Financial Working Arrangement. Comprehensive 
cost analysis studies to support capitation charges have been prepared 
jointly by U.S. and Australian representatives at the military level.

Article V - Camp Construction Costs

With the exception of those costs incurred for supplies, 
materials and services which may be provided by Australia, all base 
camp construction costs will be defrayed by U.S. military agencies in 
Vietnam.

Article VI - Coordination and Communication

All matters affecting this Financial Working Arrangement 
will be the subject of direct communication between representatives of 
Commander, Australian Force Vietnam (COMAFV) and Commander, 
United States Military Assistance Command, Vietnam (COMUSMACV).

Article VII - Rights of Both Parties

Both parties to this Financial Working Arrangement reserve the 
right, upon thirty days notification to the other, to request review of a 
part or all of this arrangement. Revision and/or review of 
reimbursement factors will be accomplished jointly by the parties 
concerned.

Section II - AUSTRALIAN ARMY FORCE VIETNAM AUSTRALIAN ARMY 
TRAINING TEAM VIETNAM (AATVk ROYAL AUSTRALIAN AIR FORCE 
(RAAFt AND ROYAL AUSTRALIAN NAVY (RANI

Article I - Reimbursement - Capitation 

(See Annex A)

Article II - Reimbursements - Direct Issue Line Items (Actuals)

All items on non-expendable Class II and IV supplies and 
equipment issued from U.S. resources to the Australian Force Vietnam, 
not covered by Section II, Article I, including those issued as 
replacement for combat loss and fair wear and tear, will be reimbursed
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on an item basis at the standard U.S. military cost, increased 20 percent 
to include accessorial charges.

Section III - OTHER COMMON REIMBURSABLES

Article I - Reimbursements - Capitation 

(See Annex A)

Article II - Actuals Reimbursements

Reimbursement of the following items will be accomplished 
via actuals billing procedures:

A. TRANSPORTATION - (Manila. Clark AFB. Saigon^

(See Annex A)

B. R&R TRANSPORTATION CHARGES 

(See Annex A)

C. SALVAGE (Credits and Reimbursements)

(See Annex A)

D. ISSUES REIMBURSEMENT

Australian Force Vietnam may obtain salvage materials 
from U.S. property disposal sources on the same basis as U.S. Forces. 
AFV will reimburse the U.S. for any such issues in accordance with the 
scale of credits allowed for turn-ins.

Section IV - REIMBURSEMENT AND ADJUSTMENT PROCEDURES 

Article I - Reimbursement Procedure

Subarticle I - Capitation Reimbursement

Monthly requests for capitation reimbursement will be 
made by COMUSMACV based on statistics developed and maintained
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by COMAFV as relates to the various capitation criteria. Reimbursement 
for the resulting amount will be in the form of a check [sic] drawn in U.S. 
dollars in favor of the Treasurer of the United States. The check [sic] will 
be forwarded to COMUSMACV, ATTN: Comptroller.

Subarticle II - Actuals Reimbursement

Items of Class II and IV non-expendable supplies and 
equipment and Class V air munitions furnished will be billed separate 
from the Capitation items. Billings will be presented to COMAFV for 
reimbursement of the amount of supplies and equipment issued and 
received. Payment will be in the form of a check [sic] drawn in U.S. 
dollars in favor of the Treasurer of the United States. The check [sic] will 
be forwarded to COMUSMACV, ATTN: Comptroller.

Article II - Adjustments

Any adjustments which are required by virtue of the 
retroactive application of revised capitation rates will be compiled by 
COMAFV and furnished to COMUSMACV for application to succeeding 
requests for reimbursement.

Section V - DIRECT FUNDING SUPPORT

Article I - Local National Civilian Personnel

USMACV shall provide funds for the employment of 
essential Local National Civilian Personnel (LNC). Requirements for 
LNC personnel shall be determined jointly by COMUSMACV and 
COMAFV. Jointly established personnel requirements will be converted 
to authorized spaces on the MACV Local National Civilian TD prior to 
effecting hire actions.

Article II - Major Unit-Small Local Purchases

COMUSMACV shall provide funds for major unit-small local 
purchases when authorized supply items are required on a short notice 
basis and/or are not normally available through supply channels 
specified in the Military Working Arrangement. Upon request of 
COMAFV, Assistance-In-Kind (AIK) Imprest Fund Cashiers may be 
established at major units of AFV to make necessary payments in GVN
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piasters. Prior to utilizing AIK funds, full consideration will be given to 
insuring a minimum impact on the local economy. This action is in 
consonance with the COMUSMACV/Free World Military Assistance 
Forces mission of providing a stabilizing effect on the local economy 
through piaster spending limitations. When authorized local purchases 
are required that involve U.S. appropriated funds, purchases will be 
accomplished only through U.S. Purchasing and Contracting agencies. 
Fund requirements for AIK major unit-small local purchases will be 
determined jointly by COMUSMACV and COMAFV. Financial 
documents will be issued by COMUSMACV to COMAFV on a quarterly 
basis to indicate availability of funds to be used for these type 
purchases. Specific types of purchases authorized are specified in 
MACV directives.

Article III - Civic Action

To the extent practicable, COMUSMACV will advance 
funds to COMAFV in support of Civic Action projects. Amounts 
advanced will be based upon COMUSMACV written policies, and 
expenditures will be in accordance therewith.

Section VI - OTHER SUPPORT

Article I - Banking

COMAFV is authorized to utilize such U.S. Army Finance 
Sections as may be designated by COMUSMACV, as a depository for 
such Australian U.S. dollar instruments as may be required by 
COMAFV. Use of a designated U.S. Army Finance Section is limited to 
command as distinct from personal requirements. Use of U.S. Military 
Banking Facilities is currently authorized for official Government of 
Australia accounts only. Restrictions placed on this account are detailed 
by separate correspondence.

Article II - Currency

Personnel of AFV are authorized the use of Military 
Payment Certificates (MPC) under the same conditions as prescribed 
for U.S. Military Forces. Official dollar instruments of AFV will be 
exchanged for MPC or U.S. Currency, or piasters at the current official 
military exchange rate upon request by COMAFV at the U.S. Army 7th
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Finance Section, Saigon and/or other U.S. Army Finance Sections as 
may be designated by COMUSMACV

Section VII - FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

Article I -Utilization of Resources

COMAFV is responsible for establishing a system of 
financial controls to insure proper utilization of resources provided per 
Section V. Fund records will be prepared and maintained to provide 
COMAFV with information for review and analysis as well as budgetary 
purposes.

Article II - Budget Submissions

COMAFV will submit to COMUSMACV, on request, 
budgetary data for funds authorized in Section V, Articles I through III of 
this arrangement.

ELIAS C. TOWNSEND 
Major General, USA 
Chief of Staff, United States 
Military Assistance Command, 
Vietnam for Commander, United 
States Military Assistance 
Command, Vietnam

R.A. HAY 
Major General, 
Commander, Australian 
Force, Vietnam, for 
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff 
Committee, Australia

15 Mav 1969 
(DATE)

ANNEX A
IQ

FINANCIAL WORKING ARRANGEMENT 
UNITED STATES MILITARY ASSISTANCE COMMAND. VIETNAM 

AUSTRALIAN FORCES
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AUSTRALIAN ARMY FORCE VIETNAM 
#4 COSTING DATA ANALYSIS* 

ITEM

1. SUBSISTENCE - Effective Date for New Rate is 1 September 1968. 
For members rationed not quartered, the daily ration rate of US$1.35 is 
extended on a 30 day month basis for an individual cost of US$40.50. 
For members quartered but not rationed who are hospitalized in a U.S. 
facility, the daily ration of US$1.35 is reimbursable to the U.S. The 
average daily cost of a ration was obtained from the USARV G-4 
Services Division at Long Binh for the period of 25 May 68 through 24 
November 1968. This daily rate was multiplied by 365 days and then 
divided by 12 to obtain a monthly rate. This rate is subject to adjustment 
when Australian rations are provided. In instances where Australian 
Combat Rations are issued in lieu of U.S. rations a deduction based on 
daily issue factors will be made from the U.S. subsistence 
reimbursement rate.

2. BILLETING - Effective Date for New Rates is 1 July 1968.

a. O ffice rs : Per capita charge is based on the rental and 
utilities costs for the three major BOQs occupied by the AFV. Effective 1 
July 1968 the U.S. suspended rental payments on the Five Oceans, 
Buis, and the North Pole BOQs and requested that the Government of 
Vietnam furnish these BOQs on a rent free basis. The Buis BOQ is 
occupied entirely by AFV and the rate includes only utilities and R&U 
repairs. Utilities and R&U costs were obtained from CG, U.S. Army 
Engineer Construction Agency Vietnam, ATTN: AVCO-F, APO 96491 
and the average strength figures were furnished by AFV. Rates were 
computed as follows:

RATE #1

REX 1 AFV person X $2,999.61 annual cost 
BUIS (All AFV - excludes rent)
BRINKS 10 AFV personnel X $578.89 
annual cost (rent free)

$ 2,999.61 
$ 34,335.20

$ 5.788.90

TOTALS $ 43,123.71
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$43,123.71 12 months = $3,593.64 monthly rate.
$ 3,593.64 72 Average Strength = $49.91 per individual, per month.

b. Warrant Officers and Other Ranks (EM): Rate of US $62.32 
per person, per month. Rate is based upon the annual lease, utilities 
and R&U costs incurred for each BEQ occupied by AFV. All cost data 
was furnished by CG, U.S. Army Engineer Construction Agency 
Vietnam, ATTN: AVCD-R, APO 96491 and the average strength data 
was furnished by AFV. Rate was computed as follows:

ST. GEORGE (26 AFV personnel X $471.2 
(annual cost)

SAVOY PALACE (All AFV)
CANBERRA (All AFV)

TOTALS

$ 12,251.20 
$ 72,964.03 
$ 110.733.14 
$ 195,948.37

$195,948.37 -: 12 MONTHS = $16,329.03 MONTHLY CHARGE 
$16,329.03 -: 262 Average Strength = $62.32 cost per person per 
month.

3. OTHER SERVICES - Effective Date for New Rate is 1 June 1968.

a. Field Medical Supplies: A minimum charge of US$.05 per 
individual satellited on US medical treatment facilities and US$.20 per 
individual satellited on Australian medical treatment facilities has been 
assessed. No charge has been made for field medical labor, field dental 
labor, or field dental supplies since these items are provided by AFV.

b. Hospital Lab Supplies and Facilities: Rate of US$6.83 based 
on experience data of 809 days on a six month period at US$33.00 per 
day prescribed by paragraph 13 of AR 40-330. Average force strength 
for period computed at 625. Formula is: In Patient days (809) X daily 
rate ($33.00) less ration rate of $1.35 = $31.65) -: number of months (6) 
-: average strength (625) = Monthly cost per individual $6.83. NOTE: 
Subsistence costs for members rationed not quartered continue when 
hospitalized and are payable for members not rationed at US$1.35 per 
day. (See Subsistence.)

c. Personal Services: Rate of US$.07 per man, per month, 
assessed to cover post exchange, commissary, special services,
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mortuary services and other miscellaneous type personal services 
provided.

d. Office Accomodations: AFV Headquarters, Saigon is located 
in building made available to US at no cost, therefore, no charge is 
made for accommodation. Electricity used is assessed at US$.50 per 
man, per month. Water purificayion cost eliminated because of ratio 
AFV to other FWMAFs. A charge of US$.50 per man is assessed for 
personnel stationed at Vung Tau. AFV camp at Vung Tau is currently 
receiving electrical power from US ships located in the harbor.

e. Expendable Supplies: Rate of US$11.14 per individual, per 
month based on value of actual issues ($636,762.69) with a unit cost of 
less than $200 during the period March through August 1968 - 
($239,566.15) nonrecurring items for an average monthly cost of 
$66,199.42 divided by average force strength (7,129) over the same 
period. The basic rate of $9.28 is increased 20 percent ($1.86) for 
accessorial charges for a total of $11.14. Nonrecurring expendable 
supplies will be paid for as actuals.

f. Saigon Transport: Cost computed at US$2.40 per man, per 
month, based on U.S. vehicles furnished of 1 sedan, 2 jeeps (1/4 ton), 1 
truck (3/4 ton) with drivers and 1 carryall and three buses without 
drivers. Use of U.S. military taxi service, schedule buses and 
occasionally supplied VIP vehicle is considered negligible and no 
charge is made for these items. Formula used is: Total cost per month 
of US$757.20 Average Strength of 314 = $2.40.

4. OTHER REIMBURSABLES

a. Commander AFV: The rent and maintenance of the quarters 
occupied by the Commander are paid by AFV. The U.S. provides 
supplementary furniture and furnishings as well as other minor items of 
support. The agreed value of these services is US$36.80 per month. A 
vehicle without driver is provided COMAFV free of cost.

b. Vehicles: See Inclosure 5.

c. AV-Gas Army Aircraft (QH-1301: Effective date for this rate is 
1 June 1968. Rate of US$4.00 per flying hour per aircraft. Cost data 
obtained from AFM 172-3 dated 27 October 1967 page 74.
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d. Ammunition, other than Artillery: Effective date for this rate is
1 April 1968. Rate of US$74.02 per man, per month calculated from 
ammunition issued to AFV during the period 1 January 1968 to 30 June 
1968 divided by the average Army Component AFV strength less 
AATTV utilizing the ammunition during the same period. Total cost of 
US$2,311,722.85 6 months = $385,287.14 monthly average charge
6,247 average strength = $61.68 plus 20 percent accessorial charge of 
$12.34 = $74.02 per man, per month capitation rate.

e. Ammunition Artillery: Effective date for this rate is 1 April
1968. Rate of US$32,469.21 per weapon, per month. Total value of 
ammunition issued to AFV during the period 1 January - 30 June 1968 
($1,988,058.14) less returnable casing of $39,905.50 (.936 per round X 
72 percent returns X 59,214 rounds) equals $1,948,152.64 6 months=
$324,692.11 monthly charge 12 howitzers = $27,057.68 plus 20 
percent accessorial charge of $5,411.54 = $32,469.21 cost per howitzer 
per month.

See Summary Sheet - Inclosure 1.
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APPENDIX E

R571-4-4 Headquarters
Australian Force 
VIETNAM

See Distribution List

DIRECTIVE
BY

COMMANDER. AUSTRALIAN FORCE VIETNAM (ARMY COMPONENTS
IQ

COMMANDER. 1st AUSTRALIAN LOGISTIC SUPPORT GROUP

Introduction

1. For the purpose of this directive, the designation "1st 
Australian Logistic Support Group" (short title "1 ALSG") refers to those 
Australian Army units, detachments and elements usually located in the 
VUNG TAU Special Zone.

2. The units etc at present comprising 1 ALSG are listed at 
Annex A.

Appointment

3. Your appointment is Commander 1st Australian Logistic 
Support Group.

Command

4. Originally, the function of units etc comprising 1 ALSG was
solely to provide logistic support to the 1st Australian Task Force (short 
title "1 ATF"). However, in the course of time this function, although still 
entirely applicable, has expanded to the extent that an important part of 
the role of some units etc is now the support of other elements of 
Australian Force Vietnam (Army Component). This expansion in 
function, together with the differing roles and responsibilities of the 
various units etc comprising 1 ALSG, makes it impracticable to place all 
such units etc under your full command. In any case such a step is 
unnecessary.
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5. Despite their differing roles and responsibilities, it is 
desirable that all units etc comprising 1 ALSG should conform to the 
local administrative requirements of one commander. All such units etc 
are therefore placed under your command for that purpose. Where, 
however, a unit etc in 1 ALSG has a parent headquarters elsewhere in 
the Force; for example, the VUNG TAU Section of the AFV Amenities 
and Welfare Unit, personnel administrative matters affecting individual 
members will be dealt with directly between the unit etc and its parent 
headquarters. In such a case you may require that your headquarters 
be kept informed of the dealings to the extent necessary for you to 
discharge your administrative responsibilities.

6. As part of your responsibility for local administration you are 
to keep under review domestic functions common to the majority of units 
etc in 1 ALSG with a view to their centralization where this would lead to 
improved efficiency and economy. Where necessary, recommendations 
as to steps which should be taken in this respect are to be made to HQ 
AFV (Army Component).

7. In addition to your responsibility for local administration, you 
are also to coordinate the functioning of units etc in 1 ALSG to the extent 
necessary to ensure that they adequately fulfil their roles in the support 
of the Force. In this regard your responsibility does not include control 
of the technical (service) functioning of such units etc, which is to remain 
the responsibility of the appropriate service etc advisor at HQ AFV (Army 
Component), nor does it give you the authority to vary unit 
organizations. You may, however, as a temporary measure, effect such 
groupings of units etc or elements thereof as you consider necessary to 
satisfy a short term requirement.

8. In order to assist you in carrying out the functions mentioned 
in paragraph 7, you have direct access to the service etc advisers at HQ 
AFV (Army Component), as though they are service etc advisers at your 
own headquarters.

9. Where, in your opinion, the performance of a unit etc is 
adversely affected by limitations in its technical (service) capabilities, 
you should first discuss the matter with the unit etc commander and 
then, as necessary, with the appropriate service etc adviser and with HQ 
AFV (Army Component).
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10. You are to maintain continuous surveillance over the 
functioning of the Australian Army system for logistic support of AFV 
(Army Component), and in this respect you are to bring to notice any 
matter which, in your opinion, requires the attention of HQ AFV (Army 
Component).

11. It is therefore to be understood that:

a. Units etc normally located in the VUNG TAU Special 
Zone are under your command for local administration.

b. Your operational responsibility, except for local 
defence of 1 ALSG which is an aspect of local 
administration, is to coordinate the functioning of units 
providing logistic support to the Force from or through 1 
ALSG.

c. Neither of the responsibilities in sub-paras a. and b. 
above require that you should exercise control over the 
technical (service) functioning of units etc in 1 ALSG.

d. Nothing in this directive impairs the right of direct 
access between service etc advisers at HQ AFV (Army 
Component) and service units etc in 1 ALSG. On the other 
hand, the service etc advisers shall have access to you 
when:

(1) You require their advice and assistance in the 
discharge of your responsibilities.

(2) They require your advice and assistance in 
the discharge of their technical (service) 
responsibilities.

Military Working Arrangement Aspects

12. The Military Working Arrangement with the Commander of
the United States Military Assistance Command Vietnam, and the 
supplements thereto, provide guidelines on the degree of logistic and
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administrative support to be provided by the US Army to the Australian 
Force Vietnam.

13. Within your sphere of responsibility, you are to implement the 
provisions of the Military Working Arrangement by direct liaison with the 
53rd General Support Group. (Such liaison may also be effected by the 
service etc advisers at HQ AFV (Army Component), who are to inform 
you of intended liaison visits).

14. You are not required to maintain liaison with US Army 
authorities located outside the VUNG TAU Special Zone unless 
specifically requested to do so by HQ AFV (Army Component).

Additional Responsibilities

15. In addition to your responsibilities as Commander 1 ALSG, 
you are, as the incumbent of the senior Australian Army appointment in 
the VUNG TAU Special Zone:

a. In respect of members of Australian Army units etc not 
normally located in the Zone, to exercise the disciplinary 
powers of a commanding officer over persons junior to 
yourself in rank whilst they are visiting the Zone. As far as 
practicable, you are to ensure that any such person who is 
the subject of disciplinary action is remanded to the 
commanding officer of his unit for disposal.

b. To exercise such control over AFV civic action 
projects in the Zone as is provided for in HQ AFV R571-4-4 of 
31 Mar 68.

c. To maintain close contact with the commanders of 
RAN and RAAF elements, and with appropriate US 
commanders, located in the Zone.

d. To bring to my notice any matter which, in your 
opinion, requires my personal attention.
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(A.L. MacDONALD)
Major General
Commander Australian Force 
VIETNAM (Army Component)

2 Jun 68

Annex: A. Australian Army Units etc, Usually Located in the 
VUNG TAU Special Zone.

Distribution:

Comd 1 ALSG

For information:

COMRAAFV (2)
HQ 1 ATF (3)
HQ 1 ALSG (35)
HQ AATTV

Internal:

C o f S
FA
GS02
GS02 (Psy Ops and CA)
S02 Sigs (2)
DAAG 
ADMS (2)
OC Cash Office (2)
AD Amenities and Welfare (2)
DAQMG
SORE 1 (2)
SO (Mov) (2)
DADST (2)
DADOS (2)
DADEME (2)
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APPENDIX F 
KEY PERSONALITIES

Australian Politicians

Prime Minister
Sir Robert Menzies: December 1949 to January 1966 
Harold Holt: January 1966 to December 1967 
John Gorton: January 1968 to March 1971 
William McMahon: March 1971 to December 1972

Minister for Defence:
Shane Paltridge: April 1964 to January 1966 
Sir Allen Fairhall: January 1966 to November 1969 
Malcolm Fraser: November 1969 to March 1971 
John Gorton: March 1971 to August 1971 
David Fairbairn: August 1971 to December 1972

Minister for the Navy:
F. C.Chaney: March 1964 to December 1966 
D.L.Chipp, December 1966 to February 1968
C. R.Kelly: February 1968 to November 1969
D. J.Killen: November 1969 to March 1971 
M.G.Mackay: March 1971 to December 1972

Minister for the Army:
A.J.Forbes: December 1963 to January 1966 
J.M.Fraser: January 1966 to February 1968 
P.R.Lynch: February 1968 to November 1969 
A.S.Peacock: November 1969 to February 1972 
R.C.Katter: February 1972 to December 1972

Minister for Air:
P.Howson: June 1964 to February 1968
G. Freeth: February 1968 to February 1969 
G.D.Erwin: February 1969 to November 1969 
T.C.Drake-Brockman: November 1969 to December 1972
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Australian Public Servants

Secretary of the Department of Defence:
Sir Edwin Hicks: October 1956 to January 1968 
Sir Henry Bland: January 1968 to March 1970 
Sir Arthur Tange: March 1970 to August 1979

Australian Military Officers

Chairman, Chiefs of Staff Committee:
Air Chief Marshal Sir Frederick Scherger: May 1961 to May 1966 
General Sir John Wilton: May 1966 to November 1970 
Admiral Sir Victor Smith: November 1970 to November 1975

Chief of Naval Staff:
Vice Admiral Sir Hastings Harrington: February 1962 to February 1965 
Vice Admiral Sir Alan McNicoll: February 1962 to April 1968 
Vice Admiral Sir Victor Smith: April 1968 to November 1970 
Vice Admiral Sir Richard Peek: November 1970 to November 1973

Chief of the General Staff:
Lieutenant General Sir John Wilton: January 1966 to May 1966 
Lieutenant General Sir Thomas Daly: May 1966 to May 1971 
Lieutenant General Sir Mervyn Brogan: May 1971 to November 1973

Chief of the Air Staff:
Air Marshal Sir Valston Hancock: May 1961 to May 1965 
Air Marshal Sir Alister Murdoch: June 1965 to December 1969 
Air Marshal Sir Colin Hannah: January 1970 to March 1972

Commander, Australian Army Force Vietnam:
Colonel O.D.Jackson: May 1965 to May 1966 (Brigadier from July 1965)

Commander, Australian Force Vietnam:
Major General K. Mackay: May 1966 to January 1967 
Major General D.Vincent: January 1967 to January 1968 
Major General A.L.MacDonald: January 1968 to February 1969 
Major General R.A.Hay: March 1969 to March 1970 
Major General C.A.E.Fraser: March 1970 to March 1971 
Major General D.B.Dunstan: March 1971 to March 1972
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Commander, Australian Army Assistance Group Vietnam:
Brigadier I.A.Geddes: March 1972 to January 1973

Commander, First Australian Task Force:
Brigadier O.D.Jackson: May 1966 to January 1967 
Brigadier S.C.Graham: January 1967 to October 1967 
Brigadier R.L.Hughes: October 1967 to October 1968 
Brigadier C.M.I.Pearson: October 1968 to August 1969 
Brigadier S.P.Weir: September 1969 to May 1970 
Brigadier W.G.Henderson: June 1970 to February 1971 
Brigadier B.A.McDonald: February 1971 to November 1971 
Colonel P.J.Greville: December 1971 to March 1972

US Military Officers

Commander US Military Assistance Command Vietnam
General Paul D. Harkins: February 1962 to June 1964 
General William C. Westmoreland: June 1964 to July 1968 
General Creighton W. Abrams: July 1968 to June 1972 
General Frederick C. Weyand: June 1972 to March 1973

Senior Adviser, III Corps and Commanding General II Field Force, 
Vietnam
Lieutenant-General Jonathan O. Seaman: March 1966 to March 1967 
Lieutenant-General Bruce Palmer Jr: March 1967 to July 1967 
Lieutenant-General Frederick C. Weyand: July 1967 to August 1968 
Lieutenat-General Walter T. Kerwin: August 1968 to April 1969 
Lieutenant-General Julian J. Ewell: April 1969 to April 1970 
Lieutenant-General Michael S. Davison: April 1970 to April 1971
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South West Pacific: A Compendium of Data,
by Ron Huisken. 8.00

*- A Select Bibliography of Australian Military 
History 1891-1939,
by Jean Fielding and Robert O'Neill.

- Testimony,
by W.K. Hancock. 7.00

Plus packaging and postage
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Books R e c e n t l y  P u b l i s h e d  by
S t a f f  Members o f  t h e  C e n t r e :

B a l l ,  Desmond J .  A S u i t a b l e  P i e c e  o f  Re a l  E s t a t e :  Amer ican  
I n s t a l l a t i o n s  I n  A u s t r a l i a , H a l e  a n d  I r e m o n g e r ,  
Sydn ey ,  1980.

_______  ( e d . )  S t r a t e g y  and D e f e n c e :  A u s t r a l i a n  E s s a y s , George
A l l e n  & Unwin L t d ,  S ydn ey ,  A u s t r a l i a ,  1982.
( e d . )  The A n z a c  C o n n e c t i o n  G e o r g e  A l l e n  & 
Unwin,  S ydn ey ,  Lo nd on ,  B o s t o n ,  1985.

B a l l ,  Desmond a n d  R i c h e l s o n ,  J e f f r e y  T . , The T i e s  That  Bi nd:  
I n t e l l i g e n c e  C o o p e r a t i o n  b e t w e e n  t h e  UKUSA C o u n t r i e s  
-  t h e  U n i t e d  K i n g d o m ,  t h e  U n i t e d  S t a t e s  o f  A me r ic a ,  
C a n a d a ,  A u s t r a l i a  a n d  New Z e a l a n d , A l l e n  & U n w i n ,  
B o s t o n ,  L ondon ,  Syd n ey ,  1985.

L a n g t r y ,  J . O .  a n d  B a l l ,  Desmond ( e d s . )  A V u l n e r a b l e  Co un t ry ?
C i v i l  R e s o u r c e s  i n  t h e  D e f e n c e  o f  A u s t r a l i a , A u s 
t r a l i a n  N a t i o n a l  U n i v e r s i t y  P r e s s  i n  a s s o c i a t i o n  w i t h  
t h e  S t r a t e g i c  a n d  D e f e n c e  S t u d i e s  C e n t r e ,  The A u s 
t r a l i a n  N a t i o n a l  U n i v e r s i t y ,  C a n b e r r a ,  1986.

McNamara,  E r n e s t  ( w i t h  Ro bi n  Ward,  Desmond B a l l ,  J . O .  L a n g t r y  
a n d  R i c h a r d  Q. Ag ne w) , A u s t r a l i a ' s  D e f en c e  R e s o u r c e s :  
A C o m pe nd i um  o f  D a t a , P e r g a m o n  P r e s s  A u s t r a l i a ,  
S y d n e y ,  i n  c o o p e r a t i o n  w i t h  S t r a t e g i c  a n d  D e f e n c e  
S t u d i e s  C e n t r e ,  A u s t r a l i a n  N a t i o n a l  U n i v e r s i t y ,  1 9 8 6 .

M i l l a r ,  T .B .  The E a s t - W e s t  S t r a t e g i c  B a l a n c e , Ge or ge  A l l e n  
& Unwin L t d ,  L o nd on ,  1981.
( e d . i n t e r n a t i o n a l  S e c u r i t y  i n  t h e  S o u t h e a s t  A s i a n  and 
S o u t h w e s t  P a c i f i c  R e g i o n , U n i v e r s i t y  o f  Q u e e n s l a n d  
P r e s s ,  St  L u c i a ,  1983.

M c M i l l e n ,  D o n a l d  H u g h ,  ( e d . )  A s i a n  P e r s p e c t i v e s  on I n t e r 
n a t i o n a l  S e c u r i t y , The  M a c m i l l a n  P r e s s ,  London and 
B a s i n g s t o k e ,  1984.

O ' N e i l l ,  R o b e r t  J .  A u s t r a l i a  a t  t h e  C r o s s r o a d s :  Our C h o i c e s  
t o  t h e  Y e a r  2 0 0 0 , ( w i t h  W o l f g a n g  K a s p e r ,  R i c h a r d  
B l a n d y ,  J o h n  F r e e b a i r n  and Do u g l a s  H o c k i n g ) ,  H a r c o u r t , 
B r a c e ,  J o v a n o v i c h ,  Sydn ey ,  1980.
( e d . ) N e w  D i r e c t i o n s  i n  S t r a t e g i c  T h i n k i n g ,  ( w i t h  
D.M. H o r n e r ) ,  Ge o rg e  A l l e n  and Unwin L t d ,  1981.

_ _ _____ ( e d . )  A u s t r a l i a n  De f e n c e  P o l i c y  f o r  t h e  1 9 8 0 s , ( w i t h
D.M.  H o r n e r ) , U n i v e r s i t y o f Q u e e n s l a n d P r e s s ,  St  
L u c i a ,  Q u e e n s l a n d ,  1982.

* Out o f  p r i n t .
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Department of International Relations,
Research School of Pacific Studies,
The Australian National University.
P.0. Box 4, CANBERRA, ACT 2601.

The Department of International Relations publishes and 
distributes a series of monographs and working papers 
parallel to and associated with the Canberra Papers on 
Strategy and Defence and The Strategic and Defence Studies 
Centre's Working Papers.
Orders should be directed to the above address.

Canberra Studies In World Affairs:

NO. TITLE $AUST
1. President Carter and Foreign Policy: The 

Costs of Virtue,
by Coral Bell. 5.00

2. Contemporary Alliances,
by T.B. Millar. 5.00

3. Refugees: Four Political Studies,
by Milton Osborne. 5.00

4. The Fall and Rise of the Modern 
International System,
by F.H. Hlnsley. 5.00

5. Nuclear Issues: International Control and 
International Co-operation,
by D.A.V. Fischer. 5.00

6. Academic Studies and International Politics,
(Conference Proceedings). 5.00

7. Host Countries and Multinationals: Case Studies 
from Ireland, Papua New Guinea and Zambia
of Negotiations with Mining Corporations, 
by Claran O'Falrcheallalgh. 6.00

8. Ideology and Foreign Policy: Some Problems 
of the Reagan Administration,
by J.D.B. Miller. 6.00

9. (Reserved)
10. Crises and Policy-Makers, 

by Coral Bell. 6.00
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NO. TITLE $AUST
11. Ethnic Minorities and Australian Foreign Policy, 

Studies by Coral Bell, Hugh Collins,
James Jupp and W.D. Rubinstein 7.00

12. Australia and the European Communities In 
the 1980s,
by Alan Burnett. 10.00

13. Parliament and Foreign Policy,
by John Knight and W.J. Hudson 7.00

14. Multinational Corporations and the 
Political Economy of Power
by Nell Renwick 10.00
by Coral Bell. 10.00

15. Dependent Ally: A study of Australia's 
relations with the United States and the 
United Kingdom since the fall of Singapore,

16. Australia's Maritime Boundaries,
by J.R.V. Prescott. 10.00

17. South African Dilemmas,
by T.B. Millar. 7.00

18. Forty Years On,
by Coral Bell (ed.). 10.00

19. ASEAN and Indochina. A study In Political 
Responses, 1975-81,
by Tim Huxley. 10.00

20. The ANZUS Alliance and New Zealand Labour,
by Michael McKinley. 10.00

Plus packaging and postage

Orders for the above Canberra Studies should be addressed 
to BIBLIOTECH Pty Ltd, GPO Box 4, Canberra, ACT, 2601.

Working Papers 
NO. TITLE
1. Indochinese Refugees as a Security 

Concern of the ASEAN States, 1975-81, 
by Tim Huxley.

2. US Policy In the Horn of Africa Since 
1974,
by Samuel Maklnda.

$AUST
All one price 
at $2.00 plus 
packaging and 

postage
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NO. TITLE $AUST
3. Economic Interdependence and World Order: All one price

Arms and Alms, at $2.00 plus
by T.B. Millar. packaging and

4. International Relations and Political postage
Economy,
by Neil Renwick.

Peace Research Centre,
Research School of Pacific Studies, 
The Australian National University, 
PO Box 4, Canberra, ACT, 2601

NO. TITLE $AUST
PRC-WP1 Australian Public Opinion on National All one

Security Issues, price at
by David Campbell. at $2.50

PRC-WP2 The Strategy of Non-Offensive Defence, plus
by Anders Boserup. packaging

PRC-WP3 Arms Control in the Late 1980s, and postage
by James L. Richardson.

PRC-WP4 Bibliography of Theses and Unpublished 
Papers on the History of the Australian 
Peace Movement, 
by Malcolm Saunders.

PRC-WP5 Why Oppose Racism? 
by Jan Pettman.

PRC-WP6 The Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty:
A Role for Australia, 
by Desmond Ball.

PRC-WP7 Arms Control and the US/Australian Joint
Defence Facilities: The Case of Nurrungar, 
by Andrew Mack.

PRC-WP8 Women and Peace through the Polls, 
by Carol Bacchi.

PRC-WP9 Peace Studies: A Conceptual and Practical Critique, 
by William Maley.

PRC-WP10 Nuclear Arms Control in the 1980s: Why the Impasse? 
by Andrew Mack.

PRC-WP11 The Epistemological Status of 'Peace Studies', 
by David Aspin.

PRC-WP12 Belief Systems and Arms Control Probabilities, 
by Jane Sharp.

PRC-WP13 Peace Research and the Stockholm Peace Research 
Institute (SIPRI), 
by Frank Blackaby.


